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Honorable Lee M. Thanas

OF

THE ACIMJN1STRATOR

Administrator
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
401 M Street, SW
Washington, [X,"; 20460
Dear Mr. Thomas:
The Deputy Administrator and the Assistant Administrator for Research
and Development requested that the Science Advisory Board (SAB) revieW the
progress made by the Off ice of Research and Development (ORD) in addressing
EPA's needs for extrapolation models. The SAB Executive canmittee fooned
an Extrapolation Models Subcanmittee which conducted the review in public
session. The Subcanmittee's full report, which is attached, describes:
1) the problem that EPA confronts in developing and_using extrapolation
models; 2) ongoing work from the perspective of the'type ot extrapolation;
3) an analysis of the ORD effort organized according to scientific discipline;
4) a perspective on the overall effort of the Federal government in this
area of research; and 5) the Subcanmittee's general CO'l'l!'l\E'nts and conclusions.
Models that allow one to extrapolate from one set of scientific
phencrnena or observations to another are an important conponent of the
risk assessment process. The use of extrapolation llOdels is subject to
considerable scientific uncertainty, and many such models lack recent
scientific review. Given EPA's canmitment to using risk assessment in
regulatory decision making, it is imperative that the Agency prClllOte
efforts to improve extrapolation models.
The subject of extrapolation modeling is conplex. The Subcanmittee
believes that the field can be described as a ITR.lltidisciplinary matrix
so that the work can be viewed from different perspectives, such as the
kind of extrapolation process, the stage of model development, the
scientific discipline involved or the general approach to modeling.
Progress in model development can be analyzed f ram these different
perspectives. The Subcournittee developed the following two principles to
evaluate research plans: ·
1) If research on an extrapolation llOdel is successful, how
will the Agency be able to better assess risks? What can
EPA do with an improved model that it cannot do without one?
2) Will successful research on a llOdel establish leadership
for EPA within the scientific ccrmnunity and pr(l'!Ote interest
in the rrodel outside of EPA?
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'Ihe SubcCI!l!llittee's major finding is that there is no overall,
conceptually integrated Agency research program on extrapolation modeling,
but a conglaneration of investigator-initiated projects, roany of which are
c~ndable in their design and implementation.
The SubcCI!l!llittee was
impressed with the talent Of roany of the individuals in the research staff
within the Health Effects Research Laboratocy.
'Ihe SubcCI!l!llittee's major rec~ndation is that EPA should develop
a canprehensive plan for an extrapolation models research program that
should: 1) articulate an overall conceptual objective tOW"ards which
individual projects would aim: 2) enhance EPA's risk assessment-risk
management philosophy; 3) develop a framawork that praTIOtes more planning
and resource stability in support of the research; 4) provide a ccroro:m
nanenclature; 5) improve CCI!l!llunication among the Agency's organizational
canponents; and 6) explain to the nonscientist how the research on
extrapolation models supports the Agency's regulatocy decisions.
EPA must provide leadership within the Federal goveniment to improve
existing extrapolation models. EPA shares with other regulatocy agencies
a great need for better =dels, and has sone resources to perfonn research
and to stimulate work by the major Federal research organizations. 'Ihus,
extrapolation modeling creates a unique research opportunity and agenda
for EPA.
The Subcomnittee appreciates the opportunity to revi""1 EPA's ongoing
work in extrapolation modeling. The Science l\dvisocy Board also looks
forward to a continuing involV!!'13nt in the further development and
application of this research. We also request that the Agency fonnally
respond to our report.
Sincerely,

~~

Extrapolation Models Subcomnittee
Science l\dvisocy Board

u~XJ~

Norton Nelson, Chair
Executive C<:>mnittee
Science Advisocy Roard
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infonnation and advice to the Administrator and other> officials of the
Environmental Protection Agency. The Floard is structured to provide a
balanced expert assessment of scientific matters related to problems facing
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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EPA uses risk assessment as a technical basis for developing regulations
and standards. Models that allow one to extrapolate from one set of scientific
phencrnena or observations to another are an i~rtant CaTipOnent of risk
assessment. Not all participants in the regulatory pro;:ess outside of EPA
accept the use, or the extent of use, of extrapolation models. Although
the Subcanmittee members believe that the use of extrapolation models is
intrinsically acceptable, to others the choice of a particular assunvtion
or model seems arbitrary. These choices can result in larges differences
in risk estimates and thus, regulatory decisions.
All extrapolation models are subject to considerable scientific
uncertainty, and many such models lack recent scientific review. To iJt9rove
public acceptance of the regulatory process at EPA, it is imperative that
the Agency prcmote efforts to improve and validate extrapolation rocxlels.
The development of accepted extrapolation models can also improve the
Agency's use of its resources because these models can be substituted for
m:>re intensive (and often more expensive) collection of directly applicable
data.
The subject of extrapolation modeling is canplex. The Subccrnmittee
believes that the field is multidisciplinary and that the work can be viewed
from different perspectives, such as the kind of extrapolation process, the
stage of nodel developr:tent, the scientific discipline involved or the
general approach to modeling. The Subcanmittee developed two principles to
evaluate EPA's research on extrapolation models. These include:
1)

If research on an extrapolation model is successful, how will
the Agency be able to better assess risks? What can EPA do
with an ilTiproved m:>del that it can not do without one?

2)

Will successful research on a m:>del establish leadership for
EPA within the scientific canmunity and promote interest in
the m:>ctel outside of EPA?

EPA's Office of Research and Development (ORD) provided a well
written briefing document for the Subcommittee. However, limitation of the
review to intramural projects withi.n ORD made it difficult for the Subcanmittee to evaluate the canprehensiveness and coherence of ongoing work
because key elements may have been externally performed. Scientific
personnel working in EPA's program offices also contribute significantly to
m:>del development. · Based on knc:.Mledge fran other SAB reviews, sone Subcanmittee members also noted that elements of ORD's ongoing internal work was
also not included, particularly in the areas of ecological and dosimetric
models, or models that define the movement of pollutants fran the environment
to a reoeptor. These anissions, and the time lag in the Subcanmittee's
preparation of this report, probably have resulted in recaimendations that
parallel rrvre recent ORD work that is underway.

-2In their presentations, ORD's scientists emphasized specific projects
conducted by various organizational canponents. Combined with the lack
of a canprehensive strategy to direct them, this emphasis placed the Subccrnmittee in scxnething of a dilemma. The Subccrnmittee had expected more
of a synthesis or overview of the ORD work fron the perspective of
extrapolation processes. Therefore, instead of caumenting on a strategic
document and placing rrore emphasis on reviewing specific m:xlels used by the
regulatory offices, the Subccrnmittee has constructed a ~ynthesis of its own.
At present, work on extrapolation models is a small portion of ORD's
overall responsibility. In sane cases, small pieces of research are carried
out with no clear relationship to other research projects or to long-tenn
goals. In other cases, whole areas of extrapolation modeling are apparently
ignored. Often, projects are funded for purposes.other than the advancement
of extrapolation !lPdeling. Such "piggyback" funding pennits investigators
the time to reorient and refocus their ongoing work onto extrapolation
rrodeling topics. The overall funding level is law in relation to the
magnitude of the problem facing the Agency. Given these circumstances,
Agency management should not develop unrealistic expectations of ORD.
Support for extrapolation !lPdeling could suffer fron EPA's approach to
allocating research funds through program-oriented research ca:mnittees
because the work seldau is program or medium specific. However, there are
examples which suggest that this is not a uniform problem. The Subca:mnittee
believes that the interaction between ORD and Office of Air Quality Planning
and Standards has been productive and could serve as a prototype for other
efforts in EPA. The existing research ccrnmittees and the research initiative
on extrapolation modeling revealed by the briefing document provide a start
toward a program plan that is responsive to overall Agency regulatory needs.
The Subccrnmittee identifies ten extrapolation processes that are
important to EPA's regulatory efforts. Each process subsumes many specific
!lPdels. The Subccrnmittee did not possess a detailed description of !lPdels
currently used by EPA. It concludes that the scope of ORD's current efforts
is uneven, observing specific weaknesses in research on extrapolation between
ti.mas of effect, structure-activity relationships and pathology/organ systems.
The Subcanmittee also reviewed ORD's intramural research on extrapolation
models fron the perspective of scientific disciplines represented. Its major
comments include:
1) ORD's carinogenicity program is well-defined, but the various
cauponents of the program are not of equal importance. It was not clear
how the research canponents were selected. Moreover, modification of the
planned research could result in significant increases in the value of the
work.
2) Extrapolation modeling efforts for mutagencity are clearly warranted.
The relevance and validity of the existing research for future risk assessment
efforts were not always apparent in the briefing document, and further
clarification is desirable. It also appears that this work would be enhanced
by increased statistical analysis. The Subcamnittee questions whether the
results frau extrapolations based on the parallelogram !lPdel will be useful
in predicting adverse human health effects because ORD did not state how
chromoscxne aberrations or formation of adducts relate to human risk. The study
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of models that extrapolate fran high to lcm exposures is of particular interest
because it is ncm possible to measure chemically the formation of adducts
between genetic material and genotoxic chemicals to provide estimates of
internal exposure at much lower doses than previously possible. ORD is participating in this scientific advance. Measurements of adduct formation in
animals (or humans) in which toxicity occurs will be of general theoretical
importance in extrapolating risks to low doses.
3) The nonionizing radiation research program could contribute information to several extrapolation m:x'lels that are specific to this source.
The goal of the effort should not, however, be just a model with a certain
rn.unber of cells but an insight into adverse physiological effects in humans
as a result of elevated tenlJerature induced by radiofrequency heating. More
attention might be given to addressing the significance of physiological
effects predicted in humans.
4) The Subcoamittee reco;nmends that ORD conduct nore of the type of
work reported as ccmparative toxicology and as structure-activity
relationships among toxicants.
5) The investigators within the neurotoxicolo;iy pro;iram appear to
coordinate well, and they study the same chemicals under nearly identical
conditions. The quality of the research is uniformly high. Indeed, the
research group at EPA is widely reco;inized as a leading neurobehavioral
toxicology group in the country. The details of how the developing data
base will be applied to the development of extrapolation models needs to be
articulated in greater detail.
6) There is a need to develop a methodology for risk assessment in
reproductive and developmental toxicology. Sane of OFD's work is markedly
out of date, whereas other aspects are abreast of contemporary developrrental
biology as it relates to questions of environmental toxicity. The developrrental
biology program needs an external, independent source of ongoing guidance
and review from senior scientists in the same field. The plans in the
briefing document to develop new methods for dermal absorption and reproductive
toxicity, although important toxioologically, do not seem to fit with attempts
to advance risk assessment in these areas.
7) The research of the inhalation toxicology program addresses issues
that are critical to the development of reliable extrapolation models for
pulrn.:>nary targets. In general, the program is scientifically sound, and it
systematically attempts to provide those data needed for accurate extrapolation
rrodeling. The dosimetry studies comprehensively examine important pollutants
to provide accurate ccrnparative regional dose estimates for several species.
Sensitivity analyses with the developed models can be used to effectively
guide further experimental work. However, the species sensitivity aspect
of the program is not as well focused and appears to be addressing sane
important points, while emphasizing scme that may not be as critical to
extrapolation models. Sane refinement is needed to determine which endpoints
are of health significance.
8) Most of the projects on systemic toxicants are in the formative
stages. The Subcoamittee found the lack of integration between this pro;iram
and the programs in neurotoxicology, inhalation toxicology and developmental
biology to be particularly frustrating, since the latter subjects are
canponents of systemic toxicology. Certain organ systems, such as the liver
and kidney, receive no attention in ORD's plan. ~rk in these areas may
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lead to new risk assessment guidelines. It seems implausible that the
evaluation of test data will generalize much frcrn one organ system to
another. For example, EPA could have one guideline for the assessment of
neurotoxic substances and another for the assessment of substances that
pose developmental risks. This is another reason to establish stronger
linkages between the systemic toxicology program and other programs, and to
provide research coverage of all major organ systems.
Based on its review fran the perspective of scientific disciplines,
the Subcamnittee concludes that ORD's program has many sound elements, but
that the effort is uneven and that emissions exist in SCll"le important
areas. However, the existing program does provide a good start for a !OC>re
conprehensives research effort, and stronger planning should make the
program on extrapolation mxleling !OC>re effective in meeting the Agency's
regulatoi:y needs.
The Subcamnitte also reviewed SCll"le disciplinai:y efforts that crosscut those described above, particularly phannacokinetics. Phannacokinetic
approaches within the extrapolation research program range fran nonexistent to quite sophisticated. For example, the reproduction, teratology
and neurotoxicology programs do not discuss pharmocokinetic parameters in the
briefing document, while the carcinogenicity and inhalation toxicology programs
emphasize dosimeti:y and mxleling at a high level of sophistication. The
Subcamnittee concludes that certain of the disciplinai:y programs would benefit
by the inclusion of pharmacokinetic experiments and that EPA should develq:i
a systematic approach to phar:rnacokinetics across all programs of extrapolation
!OC>deling.
In addition to pharmacckinetics, there are other disciplines, such as
statistics, that also integrate information fran different organ systems or
extrapolation processes. They also will help to provide coherence to ORD's
extrapolation !OC>deling research effort. work to refine and improve extrapolation
!OC>dels is inherently statistical in nature. Laboratoi:y research aimed at this
objective requires the application of statistics for such topics as data analysis,
testing of hypotheses, !OC>deling of dose-reponse curves, experimental design
and interpretation of statistical variation. Risk assessors can use statistical
approaches to analyze large data bases and gain insight into fundamental methods.
Although such work is difficult and often demands a multidisciplinary effort,
statistical approaches provide, for example, the default assumptions used by
regulatory agencies when precise data are not available. Given the emphasis
of the briefing document on human endpoints, the absence of epidemiology
research also was notable.
Relative to the available resources, the current research procJram is
scientifically premising. ORD has developed a number of worthwhile projects
that could improve Agency risk assessment practices and has recruited a group of
talented investigators. However, ORD lacks a strategic plan. The current plan
brings together independent projects well before the establishment of a canprehens i ve extrapolation m:x:Jeling program. An overall strategy towards which
the individual scientist can a:iJil does not exist.
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The Subcanmittee recomrrends that EPA initiate work on the plan by
making an inventory of the extrapolation rrodels actually used by the various
regulatory programs and evaluating them. This specific task has merit on
it cwn, not only as part of the broader planning effort. It could identify
areas in which improved extrapolation models are needed and aid in determining
the implications for research planning. Development of such a plan should
involve all parts of the Agency which make use of extrapolation m:xlels,
particularly the program offices.
A CO!lprehensive plan for an extrapolation models research program
·should: 1) state an overall conceptual objective or framework towards which
individual projects would aim; 2) enhance EPA's risk assessment-risk
management philoscphy; 3) develop a framework that pranotes more planning
and resource stability in support of the research; 4) provide a cCllll!On
ncrnenclature; 5) improve communication among the Agency's organizational
conponents; and 6) explain to the nonscientist how research on extrapolation
models supports the Agency's regulatory decisions.
EPA must provide leadership within the Federal governraent in impr011ing
existing extrapolation models. EPA shares.with other regulatory agencies a
great need for better models, and EPA h.as sane resources to perfonn research
and stimulate additional efforts by the Federal research organizations.
Thus, extraJ,X>lation modeling creates a unique research cpportunity and
agenda for EPA.
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1I.

INTROOOCTION

The charge to the Extrapolation Models Subcomnittee was to advise the
Administrator and other senior officials of EPA on the status of research on
extrapolation modeling within EPA's Office of Research and i:evelq;nr.ant (ORD).
'Ille Subcomnittee focused, in particular, on the integration of existing
research efforts and their relevance to EPA's regulatory requirements. It
also addressed the future needs of the research program. Given the importance
of extrapolation models to EPA, other Federal agencies and the scientific
camnunity, the Subcomnittee has broadened its charge.to include a survey
of research needs and opportunities that each of these grcups, workin;i
individually or collectively can address. In support of this review, the
Subcomnittee received a briefing of two days duration and a report with two
appendices. The review is one of a series of SAB efforts intended to
independently evaluate ORD's progress in developing data and methodologies
for use in regulatory decision making.
Dr. Richard Schlesinger was unable to attend the meeting in person
but contributed comnents by mail after telephone interviews with appropriate
EPA personnel. Dr. Sergio Fabro attended the meeting, reviewed all materials
related to developmental or reproductive effects and created the structure
of sections v and VI of this report. Unfortunately, Dr. Fabro died while the
report was in preparation. Dr. Marshall Johnson, who did not attend the
meetin;i, volunteered to assume responsibility for completion of the developmental and reproductive effects subsections of section VI.
A. DEFINITIONS
As the Subc=ittee views the subject, a "model" is an abstract, conceptual description of an object or process that imitates or describes
essential features of the object or process, often in mathematical or
statistical tenns. Models usually are neither well validated nor broadly
applicable, but intend to represent canponents or examples of a specific
phenoroenon. Models often inexactly describe a complicated, pocrly understood
object or process. A rrodel can be physical, conceptual or mathematical. For
example, a rodent can be used as a physical rrndel of a human in toxicological
assessment. The idea that a rodent is an analogue of a human can be expressed
diagramatically as a conceptual model. EPA often extrapolates quantitatively
fran rodents to humans on the basis of body surface area, estimated as a
function of body weight. This overall concept can be expressed as a
mathematical model, as follows:
2;3
2;3
(human weight)
Credent weight)
=

(rodent potency)

(human potency)

Although the above is illustrative of extrapolation m:xlel concepts, mcst
m:xlels that EPA uses are rnore complex than this example.
Extrapolation is the process of projecting beyond the available data
on the basis of the available data. When the m:x:Jel is mathematical, equations
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are developed that are consistent with the phencroenon and other scientific
infonnation, and equations are fitted to the data to develop parameters,
New solutions are then developed with inputs beyond the range of the data.
Following CCillIT'On usage in the discussion below, reference is made occasionally to "extrapolation" to untested doses outside of the tested range,
which is similar to the other processes discussed. In reality, EPA interpolates between doses since an estimate is made within the range of doses,
including an undosed control (or baseline) observation.
B. AGENCY USES OF EXTRAPOLATION MODEI...S
Extrapolation models are important for EPA because the Agency rarely
has fully conclusive data on the "cause" of a public health and environrrental
problem that is the object of a proposed regulation. Thus, the scientific
assessments, on which regulatory and enforcement actions rest, frequently derive
fran one or more extrapolation models. EPA currently uses extrapolation
models in the absence of human data for at least ten sets of scientific
activities. These include extrapolating:
1) Quantitative potency between species.
2) Effects in a "normal" population to subpopulations with different
sensitivity due to a prior disease state that may be genetically
and/or enviroruoentally caused.
3) Qualitative pathology or organ system involvment.
4)

dose effects fran high dose data (with inherent or empirical
control data) •

Low

5) Effects with one route of administration fran data on another.
6) Effects fro:n different times of exposure (and dose rates).
7) Times of effect.
8) Effects at different developmental stages.
9) Effects of untested chemical structures from data on related
chemical structures.
10) Whole animal effects fro:n test tube or cell culture results.
After their initial development, new extrapolation models are subjected
to technical peer review and so:netimes to public comient. They may
beccroe widely used if they withstand this scrutiny. The development of
accepted extrapolation lOCldels can also result in significant econanies
to the Agency because these IOCldels can be substituted for more data
intensive (and often Jrore expensive) methods.
In general, the Subcarunittee believes that EPA clearly needs to use
extrapolation models to discharge its responsibilities.
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C. THE COMPLEX NATURE OF EXTRAPOLATION MODELING
As each roc>del develops, work on any of the ten processes of extrapolation
described above proceeds in stages. The stages might be described as
folla.'/s:

l) Physical model,
2) Conceptual model.
3) Mathematical model.
4) Experimentation and validation.

5) Statistical analysis.

6) Iteration of the above steps.

Ha.'/ever, this description of the stages uses terms that are overlapping
and not independent of each other. For example, a physical model need
not be used at all. Statistical analysis sometimes is the first step in
model development. At any stage, an alternative model can be posed for
investigation. For example, scientists may debate whether mice or rats
are a more appropriate physical model to understand some health effect of
a substance in humans. AS another example, two mathematical rrodels canpete
as descriptors of the relationship of carcinogenic potency between species.
One is body surface area (described above) and the second is bodY weight,
which differs mathematically, as folla.'is:
(rodent weight)

(human weight)

(rodent potency)

(human potency)

EPA currentlj has a cooperative project with the Department of Defense
that will attempt to choose between these two (and other) models based
on the available human and animal data. This is a very important project
for the Agency, as the choice between these two models could result in a
re-examination in the level of some envirorunental standards. (This work was
not included in the extrapolation modeling program presented to the Subcanmi ttee because the project is externally funded.)
Extrapolation m:xlels will differ depending on the biological endpoint
in question. For example, neurotoxic effects and carcinogenic effects are
unlikely to develop in a parallel manner under identical conditions of
chemical exposure. Most of the various toxicological disciplines differ
in their techniques, methods and approaches. From the perspective of
laboratory scientists, the technology employed by different disciplines
differs so drastically that discussion of the models across these tx:>undaries
may seem pointless. For example, the neurotoxicologist focuses on the
canmunication of information by a specialized tissue, using techniques
such as measurement of nerve conduction velocity. The oncologist seeks to
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understand the phenanena of uncontrolled cellular growth and metastasis,
perhaps by measuring alterations in the structure of genetic material.
Even if the the same event were examined, for example, the induction of a
neuroblastana, the methods utilized by the two disciplines probably would
differ. The examination of the tissue by each expert could involve differing
conceptual approaches, pathological techniques and idea.5 of disease
progression, making it unlikely that the disciplines would reach identical
conclusions. This latter outcane poses a great challenge for regulatory
agencies seeking to synthesize scientific data and methods in a risk assessment.
Another way to view the progress of an extrapolation model is its
stage of refinement. To some extent, refinement runs parallel to the
stages of develq;iment described above. Conceptual models are approximately
the same as "default assumptions" in the field of risk assessment. EPA
uses default assumptions when specific data on a substance or process are
not available. The def.ault assumption is based on reasonable ideas about
how substances or processes behave in general. At an early stage, the
model may be a vague concept, which later is expressed mathematically.
The mathematical expression is rrore rigorous. However, as work on a
rrodel proceeds, a larger data base accumulates that can be used to help
evaluate the rrodel for its scientific adequacy. Care must be taken,
however, to insure that the same data are not used both to generate and
evaluate the model. Particularly when the rrodel is mathematical, it can be
fitted to different data sets in order to better state the fonn of the
equation (or its parameters). Discriroination will be gained on how the
parameters will change with different categories of substances. Further,
confidence in any model will grow as it withstands increasing scrutiny.
1he iroportance of analyzing a rrodel for consistency with the data
and accepted theories of physics, chemistry, medicine and biology has not
received sufficient attention by regulatory agencies. Often, so many
years lapse between proposal of a rrodel and general acceptance that it
contradicts our general scientific understanding and should be discarded.
In sane cases, no known or practical way exists to validate a rrodel.
Eventually, as EPA and other organizations collect better data on a
particularly contentious process or substance, it may no longer be necessary
to use extrapolation m:x'lels. The Agency may have exact data on the phenanenon
of interest and can provide a more accurate, specific assessment with the
result that the uncertainty in risk estimates will decrease in the progression fron educated guesses to validated models to exact data on the process
question. '!his progession contrasts with research on the models themselves, where the effort is to validate the equations or parameters of the
m:x'lel for general use, not to replace it with a description of a single
phenanenon. Because the Subcanmittee was asked to describe the progress
that ORD is making in answering the needs of the Agency to extrapolate, an
effort has been made in this report not to confuse work on the models with
data acquisition.

in
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The mathematical form, or at least the parameters, of a rn:xlel will
change, depending on the chemical substance involved. For example, the
Metals Subcomnittee of SAB's Environmental Health Canmittee has discussed
with EPA's Carcinogen Assessment Group the idea of basing the extrapolation
between species of carcinogenic potency for inhaled metallic particles
on the processes of deposition and absorption in the lung, rather than
body metabolic rate. The Metals Subcanmittee and the carcinogen Assessment
Group <:lgree that extrapolation based on body metabolic rate can be
appropriate for gases.
Despite the canplexity of rcodel development, the scientific goal
for each rcodel of each biological endpoint is the same, namely to reduce
uncertainty to the maximal extent possible. Ultimately, it is desirable
not to extrapolate at all, by aquiring and utilizing information on the
effect in question by direct observation of the target species of concern
and the pollutant of interest at actual environmental exposure levels,
and to have these observations supported by well-validated theories of
the mechanisms involved. Such information will seldcrn be available to
EPA. Its acquisition is resource intensive for both dollars and equiJXUent
and in the use of scarce personnel with special skills and time. Hence,
this ultimate goal needs to be replaced by another, more feasible one of
having generally accepted extrapolation models with minimal uncertainty
associated with their use. These models would enable EPA and other
regulatory agencies to achieve their goals through a less resource and
data intensive approach.
To better organize the canplex task inherent in develcping models,
the Subcommittee reccxmnends that EPA adopt the idea of a multi-dimensional
matrix. Each dimension of the matrix would indicate one of the following
ways of viewing the subject:
1) Extrapolation processes, as described above.
2) Stages of model development, as described above.
3) Biological effect or toxicological discipline.
4) Substance(s) of concern.
5) Stage of data aquisition.
6) General approach to modeling or to biological phenanena.
If any two of these dimensions were illustrated as two sides of a chart
(or canputer spreadsheet), each intersection on the chart wc:o.ild still be
quite canplex.
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D. RELATIONSHIPS BE'IWEEN EXTRAPOLATION MODELING, PHARMACOKINETICS,_
STATISTICAL APPROACHES AND RISK ASSESSMENT
Pharmacokinetics is the study of the absorption, metabolism, distribution and elimination of foreign substances (xenobiotics) fran the tx>dy.
Pharmacokinetic information can contribute to any of the ten processes
(see page 7) for which EPA uses extrapolation models. However,
pharmacokinetic information cannot provide a canplete basis for a desired
extrapolation process because rrore factors are involved in each process
than absorption, metatx>lism, distribution and elimination of the external
dose (or exposure). For exarople, in extrapolating between two species,
knowledge of the internal (biologically effective) dose of a substance
can be gained fran a knowledge of the pharmacokinetics of the substance.
Indeed, even if the pharmacokinetic data are understood in only one of two
species, scientists can make an informed estimate of the internal dose in
the second species. However, if the internal dose is the same in the two
species, the biological response may differ between them.
All extrapolation models are influenced by pharmacokinetic data. In
addition, pharmacokinetic data can contribute to an estimate of risk without
the necessary inclusion in an extrapolation model. Therefore, extrapolation modeling and pharmacokinetic analysis overlap each other.
Work to refine and improve extrapolation models is inherently statistical in nature. Laboratory research aimed at this objective requires
the application of statistics for such things as data analysis, testing
of hypotheses, rrodeling of dose-response curves, experimental design and
interpretation of statistical variation. However, "non-latx>ratory" research
activities, which the Subccrnmittee has defined as "statistical approaches,"
also play an important role in extrapolation modeling. Risk assessors
use statistical approaches to analyze large data bases, gain insight into
fundamental methods and develop default assumptions. such work is difficult,
and it often demands a multidisciplinary effort of skilled investigators.
E. OPERATIONAL OBJECTIVES
The Subccxmnittee has searched for sane principles by which progress in
research on models could be evaluated. Progress could be said to occur if
the research were to:
1) PrCNide data sufficiently direct and accurate that there is
no need to extrapolate.
2) Generate new physical, conceptual or mathematical rrodels.
3) Help focus the acquisition of new data on the most crucial
elements ·of a model and/or improve the parameters of a model.
4) Provide support information that validates, replaces or
contradicts a model used by the Agency.

-125) Provide critical examples of models (e.g., for a prototype
substance).
6) Accumulate sufficient empirical data to stimulate statistical
analysis and hypothesis formation.
7)

Develop statistical measures of the different classes and
impacts of uncertainty, given a set of assumptions for a specific
process, substance or model.

An extrapolation rocxiel can be evaluated with respect to its function
according to the following principles.
ll Is the model efficient? D:ies it lead to improved risk assessments
and aid in rejecting inferior ones? can it be used by Agency
regulatory staff?
2)

Is the model accurate? D:ies it provide answers that are
numerically close to measurements in the field?

3) Is the model congruent with (relevant to) the decision at

hand?

Is it valid?

4) Is the model flexible?

Can it be modified easily to reflect a
different object or process?

5) Is the model transparent?

Will a decision maker distrust or
not use a model because it is too far rerroved fra:n experience?

6) Is the model accepted within the specialized technical

ccrnmunity?
hhile the two sets of principles stated above generally can assist the
the scientific caumunity in describing the progress achieved in developing
a specific model, they do not easily facilitate the canparison or evaluation
of work conducted by ORD on different models. Instead, the SubcaTIInittee
developed two principles to guide its discussions, evaluate material prepared
by ORD and write this report. They include:
1) If research on an extrapolation model is successful, how will

the Agency be able to improve its assessment of risks? What
can EPA do with an improved !OC>del that it cannot do without
one?
2) Will successful research on a model establish leadership for

EPA within the scientific conrnunity and pranote interest in
the model outside of EPA?
F. SCOPE OF THE REVIEW
At its review meeting, ORD staff informed the Subcaamittee that the
review would not include externally funded work. Thus, extramural grant and
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contract projects supported by ORD were not reviewed.
ORD employees has been evaluated.

Only work done by

As suggested above, m:ist of risk assessment involves the integration
of hazard and exposure estimates. The Subc<:xnmittee found that little of
the research presented at the meeting or in the ORD documents related to
exposure; m:ist emphasized hazard, particularly human health hazard, as the
objective. Most assessments of the hazard to human health presented by
processes or substances do have embedded in them a variety of extrapolation
rocxl.els. However, the Subcamnittee is aware of intramural research done
within ORD on rrodels used in expressing exposure and ecological hazards.
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III. ORD' s APPROACH_______'!!2._Q:TRAPOLATION~l'R_DELI_N_G
A. EPA's RESEARCH

~ITTEES

ORD and the regulatory offices jointly establish priorities for research
programs through a process ot extensive consultation within six Research
Ccmmittees. Four of these Ccmmittees relate to the· major program offices
air, water, hazardous wastes and pesticides/toxic substances. The remaining
two Research C<:rnrnittees focus on multimedia energy iS$Ues (including acid
deposition) and interdisciplinary research. These Ccmmittees consist of
Agency officials from both ORD and the program offices and are co-chaired
by research and program managers fran both units. Because the Research
Ccrmnittees serve neny clients and address all scientific disciplines that
cross-cut the ORD laboratory structure, they focus with difficulty on
single initiatives, such as extrapolation rrodeling.
As the Subccrmnittee understands it, the potential exists for each
Research Ccrmnittee to give a lCM priority to research that would significantly
enhance the risk assessment process in all program offices because the
research is not specific to one environmental medium or program. However,
ORD Research Ccmmittees do provide an opportunity for program offices to
actively develop their own research objectives and introduce scientific
initiatives in the planning process. One example of this intervention, the
interaction between ORD's inhalation toxicology researchers and the Office
of Air Quality Planning and Standards (OAQPS), has led to scxne of the best
(and !llOSt easily applied) research on extrapolation rcoctels covered in this
review. The Subcommittee suggests that EPA as a whole will benefit if it
builds upon the ORD-OAQPS interaction.
B. FORMULATION OF THE ORD PLAN
Improving extrapolation rcocteling is essential to enhancing EPA's
risk assessment efforts. ORD's research emerged as a result of projects
undertaken by individually creative and ambitious investigators. These
early·efforts were encouraged by other factors, including: 1) OAQPS staff
who understood and supported the relevance of this work to their own
programmatic goals; 2) recent recommendations by the SAB in reviews of
EPA Health Assessment Documents and Criteria Documents; 3) the Agency's
development of new risk assessment guidelines; and 4) the National Academy
of Sciences report on ''Risk Assessment in the Federal Government: Managing
the Process."
Research Ccmmittee deliberations and interactions among laboratory
scientists and program office staff subsequently led to the identification
of a set of major issues in extrapolation research. The overall goal was
identified as the need to enhance significantly the scientific basis for
risk assessments based on health effects data. The immediate objectives
were identified as conducting the resea·rch necessary to produce rrodels for
important extrapolation processes.
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'!'he response of OFD's scientists to this set of objectives was to
identify on-going research that appeared to have relevance to extrapolation
modeling and to formulate an initiative to the extrapolation of chemical
and phannacokinetic prcperties to health and ecological effects. (See
Appendices to OFD's brieting document). While this effort achieved scrne
early successes, the initial plan emitted scrne extrapolation rnodels of
importance to EPA's direct regulatory needs and lacked sufficient detail
to permit evaluation of specific experiments. The SUbccrnmittee recamnends
that future OFD planning efforts emphasize the specific rnodels currently
used in standard-setting, litigation and enforcement, and their relative
importance,
C. BUOOETARY SUPPORT FOR OFD'S EXTRAPOLATION MODELING RESEARCH
'!'he Subc<:rnmittee requested and OFD provided a brief summary of EPA's
funding for research on extrapolation rnodels. The Subccrnmittee understands
that budget estimates available at the review meeting represent approximations
and that individual investigators partition their effort between different
projects, many of which are not primarily intended to support extrapolation
modeling. '!'his partitioning does not yield precise dollar estimates. '!'he
efforts by individuals apparently are added together, and dollar figures
are based on the projected cumulative effort.
The "ballpark" figure for total support of extrapolation JOC>Cleling,
about four million dollars for Fiscal Year (FY) 1986, is important in two
regards. First, work on extrapolation rnodels is a small portion of OFD's
overall responsibility. Second, this level of funding is low in relation
to the magnitude of the problem facing the Agency in the area of extrapolation
modeling. Unless additional funding is provided, Agency management should
not develop unrealistic expectations of OFD.
D. THE PARALLEUXiRAM APPROACH
During the course of the briefing, ORD staff frcrn more than one discipline
made reference to a "parallelogram" concept which has a certain appeal as
a unifying principle for ORD's effort on extrapolation m:>deling. If used
with the rodent to human body weight example described in the introduction
(above), a parallelogram would resemble the following:
RODENT BODY

HUMAN BODY

SURFACE AREA

SURFACE AREA

I

I

I

~!~~~~~~~~~/

RODENT TOXIC
DOSE

I

I

I

HUMAN TOXIC
DOSE

-16The Subcamnittee believes that the parallelogram approach has both
advantages and disadvantages. Vihen the Agency has a detailed understanding
of the extrapolation process, the parallelogram approach is an excellent
heuristic device, particularly to ccmllUlnicate the work to an audience of
lay persons. It also concisely displays the relationships under discussion.
A parallelogram also oversiroplif ies the information and tends to
conceal a number of canplexities. In the example above, the Agency actually
measures body weight, not body surface area. A parall~logram implies that
all relationships will exhibit simple linear proportronality, which seldCin
will be the case. Most importantly, the parallelogram implies that building
extrapolation !OCldels is a facile process, leading the uninitiated to believe
that relationships between any variables can be derived easily, which is
wrong. In several instances, the presentations left the Subcamnittee with
the feeling that inadequate attention had been given to nodel formulation
and verification. Nothing intrinsic to the parallelogram approach caiununicates
when it is not applicable.
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IV.

ORD' S PR((;RAM FROM TilE PERSP_ECTIVE OF EXTRAPOLATION PJ:<CX:ESSES

The Subcamnittee does not intend to provide a project by project
evaluation of of ORD's entire program in this section of the report.
Instead, the Subcamnittee seeks to discuss the applicability of selected
ORD research to sorre important issues facing the field of extrapolation
rrodeling which, in turn, can aid ORD in identifying sane future needs of
this program. Ultimately, ORD will have to document the extrapolation
nodels in use for a ccmprehensive evaluation to take place.
A. EXTRAPOLATION BE'IWEEN SPECIES
Many of the state-of-the-art advances in extrapolation between species
originated within ORD's Office of Health and Environmental Assessment,
especially in the Carcinogen Assessment Group (CAG) which has pioneered the
use in regulatory decision making of animal data to assess carcinogenic
risks of substances to humans. Most of these accanplistments have not been
funded directly as research projects. Instead, the research developed
because existing methods did not work during efforts to assess carcinogens
for regulatory purposes. For this reason, much of the creative work of
broader significance has been "bootlegged" fran the budget to support
risk assessments for specific substances.
ORD's Health Effects Research Laboratory is aware of the need to
support extrapolation work, and the Suhca11Jllittee concludes that ORD has a
number of worthwhile projects underway that could further improve Agency
practices. The lack of any citation in the briefing document of CAG efforts
that address extrapolation issues is noteworthy and suggests that better
communication is needed among the EPA groups working on extrapolation
rroclels.
EPA basically relies on two approaches to extrapolate between species.
These include: 1) body surface area for carcinogenic risks based on the
incidence of tll!lPrS at different exposure levels, and 2) a safety or
uncertainty factor for non-carcinogens, based on an exposure level at which
no adverse effects are observed. Both approaches acquire an additional
degree of safety through an emphasis on the most sensitive species. r.:uring
FY'86, ORD has projects underway on the rate of heat loss in response to,
radiofrequency radiation, computer simulation of radiofrequency effects,
determination of the ratio of the dose causing adult toxicity to that
causing develc:pmental toxicity, embryo culture, interspecies extrapolation
of genotoxicity (especially for molecular dose to DNA), genetic activity
profiles, carrparative toxicity, dermal absorption, auditory and visual
sensory function, male reproduction, uncertainty factors, behavioral/
cognitive studies of animal rrodels for known hurren effects, studies of
animal measures of behavioral/cognitive effects correlated with human
etfects, inhalation toxicology, predictions of ozone absorption and effects,
and pulrronary deposition rroclels for particulates or gases.
Only in a few cases did ORD explain how possible research outcanes
might change existing Agency practices of extrapolation between species.
One such example is the determination of the ratio of the dose causing
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adult toxicity to that causing developmental toxicity. EPA currently
assumes that the ratio does not change across species, but the research in
progress might shCM that the average ratio for various substances differs
fran one species to another. such information could enable Agency risk
assessors to evaluate developmental risks more accurately. overall, ORD
research on extrapolation between species is scientifically adequate and
sane EPA scientists working on this process are the leaders in their scientific
fields.
B. EXTRAPOrATION BETWEEN SUBPOPUrATIONS OF DIFFERING SENSITIVITY
Most EPA risk assessments assume a human population that exhibits a
variable sensitivity to an environmental exposure to a chemical. If the
actual population contains a subpopulation of significantly higher sensitivity,
then supralinearity will occur in dose extrapolation, and EPA's usual
assessment practices will not protect the subpopulation fran the effects
of the environmental exposure. It is apprq;:iriate for the Agency to irquire
whether such subpopulations exist or whether the subpopulation's sensitivity
is subsumed within the normal range of sensitivity of the population. If
the subpopulation is not part of the normal population, it also is appropriate
to search for sane means to identify the sensitive subpopulation.
ORD has several projects underway on sensitive subpopulations. Research
on human sensitivity to inhalation of·cadmium, phosgene and ozone will help
meet some immediate regulatory needs of the Off ice of Air Quality Planning
and Standards and will provide detailed data for more generalized efforts
on pulmonary deposition m:xlels of gases and particulates. '.Ihe Environmental
Criteria and Assessment Office in Cincinnati has a project on interindividual
variability of human response to toxic substances.
ORD's overall efforts on extrapolation to sensitive subpopulations are
not integrated and lack focus partly because no definition of sensitive
population or set of objectives apparently exists and partly because most
of the work in this area is very recent. Research planning will especially
benefit fran program office i~ut since only a portion of EPA's regulations
require a detailed consideration of sensitive subpopulations. However, ORD
does have available leadership in this area: the inhalation toxicology
program is significantly advancing the state-of-the-art, and efforts of the
Environmental Criteria and Assessment Office in Cincinnati are helping to
focus the issues from a methodological perspective.
C. EXTRAPOrATION BETWEEN PATHOLC(aC/\L ENDPOINTS OR ORGAN SYSTEMS
'Ihis extrapolation process was emitted fran ORD's intial plan. It is,
however, a topic of major importance. For example, EPA currently assumes
that carcinogenesis in rodent species extrapolates quantitatively to humans,
but that the extrapolation is not organ specific across species. This
assuroption conflicts with most data fran IOC>dels of specific human disease
processes. EPA's assumption merits further investigation. As another
example, some scientists have shown that, for rodent carcinogens, quantitative
measures of acute toxicity correlate with quantitative measures of carcinogenic
potency. While this finding is controversial, it is of great importance
to Agency standard-setting because, if true, it would provide inexpensive
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support for the difficult and resource intensive process of evaluating
carcinogens, on which EPA places great emphasis.
>*tile extrapolation across pathological endpoints or organ systems
was attitted fratt ORD's plan, the Subccrrrnittee found that satte interesting
work on this subject is underway. In the neurotoxicology program, five
projects (development of a conceptual model of neurotoxicity, developnent
of animal m:x:Jels for human behavioral effects, correlation of ani.Jllal measures,
auditory and visual sensory function testing, and molecular neurobiology)
should provide data on the correlation and causal relationships between
different neurotoxic endpoints. In the developmental biology program, work
on male reproduction should show whether different measures of pathology
measure the same or different endpoints. ORD has developed a large data
base which profiles the available data on a specific chemical for many
genetic toxicity endpoints. The Subcarmittee suggests that statistical
analysis of these data may detennine whether different endpoints are measuring
the sane thing, or not. The inhalation toxicology program has developed
physical tradels that show how different measures of lung toxicity are
associated with each other, and such models should enhance our understanding
of the relationship between damage to the lung and to other organs frcm
different kinds of particulate substances. Work in the Environmental
Criteria and Assessment Office in Cincinnati on the similarity of target
organs and on the severity of effects directly relates to extrapolation
between pathological endpoints. All of these projects will produce data
that have the potential of changing and/or improving existing regulatory
practices.
D. INTERPOIATION BETWEEN OOSES

EPA has developed many of the state-of-the-art practices to interpolate
between doses. ORD's Carcinogen Assessment Group has pioneered the use of
the so-called "linearized" multi-stage model for the assesS11Ent of carcinogenic
risks. Apparently, this accomplishment has not been funded as a research
project per se. Instead, the work occurred, in part, as CAG responded to
caranents on proposed guidelines for regulating carcinogens in water. For
this reason, much of the creative work on this model has been "bootlegged"
from the budget to support regulatory assessments-for specific substances.
ORD's Health Effects Research Laboratory is aware of the need to support
research on interpolation between doses. There is, however, little work
underway in this laboratory to address EPA's needs in dose interpolation
directly.
More than half of the projects reviewed by the Subconmittee have the
potential to influence Agency practices in this area. The project on the
risk of chemical mutagens at environmental levels has great potential
for the validation of some of EPA's high-to-low dose interpolation models
because molecular doses to the genatte in humans can be related to the
direct observation of the incidence of cancers in exposed persons. ORD
should clarify whether this research may duplicate other developments
within the Agency addressing the sarne problem.
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E. f:XTAAPOIATION BE'TIVEEN ROUTES OF AIMINISTRATION
Although program offices often base their regulatory actions on extrapolation between routes of administration, the ORD program places little
emphasis on this process. It is supported only by work in the inhalation
toxicology progr~n on cadmiUIB and phosgene and bY the pharmacokinetics program.
F, EXTRAPOIATION ACROSS DUAATIONS OF EXPOSURE
Extrapolation between different times of exposure is a fairly constant
feature of EPA's risk assessments. Usually, the Agency assumes the that
fraction ot lifespan is equivalent between species. Testing of this assumption
merits more research support than currently exists. Even in extrapolating
data from the same species to different durations of exposure, the relationship
between the different durations of exposure often is not clear. EPA usually
assumes a ten-fold increase in potency from acute to sulx::hronic exposure
and another ten-fold increase from subschronic to chronic exposure. Additional
research is needed to validate these assumptions or provide new ones.
The radiof requency pro:]ram has examined extrapolation across time of
exposure through computer simulation and experiments. This focus is also
a central feature of the pharmacokinetics program. The inhalation toxicology
program has projects on pulmonary deposition of particulates and gases that
will provide valuable data. The mutational risk project looks at time of
exposure in relation to germ cell progrL'Ssion. The Environmental Criteria
and Assessments Office ha.5 a project on dose duration associations. Overall,
research on this topic is well supported by ORD,
G. EXTRAPOIATION

B~EN

TIMES OF EFFECT

Extrapolation of the interval between time of exposu:r:-e and the onset
of effect (latency) has been a particularly difficult aspect of EPA's
ca:r:-cinogenicity assessments. Often the animal data are inappropriate to
estimate latency since increa.sed tumor prevalence in a study is difficult
to distinguish from ;r:-educed latency. Since the Agency's policy is to
ext:r:-apolate on the basis of tumor incidence without :r:-egard to correspondence
between organ sites or kind of tumor, latency to the appearance of the
animal tumors does not necessarily correspond to the latency of human
cance:r:-s, n1e Carcinogen Assessment Group has done some work on so-called
"time-to-tumor" ,models that have been an important feature of risk assessments
for a f<M substances, such as ethylene dibrornide.: The radiofrequency
program and the mutational risk project on germ cell pr0<Jression also
provide scnie information on latency of effect, but ORD does not appear to
do much resea:r:-ch in this a:r:-ea.
H. EXTRAPOLATION BE'IWEEN DEVEWJ?MENTAL STAGES
EPA typically bases risk assessments on :r:-odent data obtained using
standard toxicological protocols. These data are not informative of whethe:r:sorne particula:r:- developmental stage is more sensitive, yet the ;r:-egulatory
progr~ off ices have to set standards that will protect all devel~ntal
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have to set standards for a specific developmental stage. It often is
not clear hCM to extrapolate in a risk assessment from toxicity data on
adults to other developmental stages. Both the neurotoxicology and
developmental biology programs have work underway that is generally
concerned with this important problem. The dermal toxicology project has
already shown that there is no consistent effect of developmental age on
dermal absorption. The Subcaumittee concludes that the emphasis in this
area is appropriate to the Agency's needs for new information, in part
because two other research programs have a general emphasis on the
extrapolation problem.
•
I. EXTRAPOLATION BETWEEN DIFFERENT CHEMICAL STRUCTURES
EPA has to evaluate potential effects between chemicals of similar
structure in evaluating premanufacture notices, prioritizing lists of
substances for detailed assessments, estimating the effects of certain
mixtures of closely related substances (e.g. petroleum products) and assessing
the weight-ofthe-evidence for toxic effects (e.g. carcinogenicity). Given
this need, the Subcaumittee concludes that the ORD effort on this extrapolation
process is not extensive enough.
ORD described work in progress within the neurotoxicolgy, genetic
toxicology and comparative toxicology programs, but these efforts seem
directed at providing raw data on the effects of various substances which
others could interpret, as did the short-term cancer models project. If
there was any systematic effort to contrast the testing with the generic
chemical structures for which the least data exist, ORD did not articulate
it; neither was an effort apparent to evaluate the data statistically. ORD
did not link the data gathcncing to the areas in which the regulatory programs
experience greatest uncertainty. Only for the dermal toxicity project was
an explicit effort to build models underway that was coupled with an effort
to improve r:odel building through aquisition of new data.
J. EXTRAPOLATION FRCM IN VITRO TEST DATA TO WHOLE ANIMAL EFFECTS

In vitro test systems are rapid, inexpensive and relatively free of
ethical considerations in comparison to whole animal toxicity tests. Since
EPA often has to regulate with limited data, in vitro test systems hold
great premise for carrying out the Agency's mission. ORD seems well aware
of this potential, and the Subc<nmittee concludes that research of fundamental importance is underway for the developing the process of extrapolation
frcrn in vitro test data to whole animal effects.
'!he biological markers program can relate biochemical effects (that
potentially can be observed in tissue culture) to the incidence of toxic
effects in humans after certain exposures. Hopefully, these biochemical
effects are also a part of the pathological mechanism of toxicity. 'Ihe
impact of such systems for Agency risk assessments is profound because
causality of a biochemical event in pathogenesis will permit a direct
inference to effects of other substances on the same biochemical marker in
tissue culture. The work on molecular dosimetry (genetic risk of chemical
mutagens at environmental levels) in the genetic toxicology program premises
to have a similar power in relating the effects of many substances on cell
culture substrates to a few cases in which the incidence of human cancer
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at known exposures is linked to the levels of DNA m::xiif ication in exposed ·
persons. The projects on genetic activity profiles and routational risk to
germ cell stages will improve the ability of BPA to relate in vitro test
outccmes to whole animal toxicities. The dermal toxicity program has
already shown that human skin does not predict the whole animal absorption
of hydrcphobic chemicals, counter to the usual assumption of risk assessors.
The neurotoxicology program has a project underway to validate the predictions
made frcm in vitro neurotoxicity tests, and the developmental biology program
has a similar embryo culture etfort underway.
The Subcanmittee concludes that ORD has scme state-of-the-art work
underway on the extrapolation from in vitro test data to whole animal
effects, and that scme of the investigators within this broad tcvic are
the leaders in their scientific specialties.
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V,

ORD'S PROGRAM FRi:M TllE PERSPECTIVE OF SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINES

In the follCMing sections, the subcaranittee has reviewed ORD's work on
extrapolation rrodels frcrn the perspective of the scientific disciplines
involved. The review does not always follow along the lines of ORD's
organization. For example, the Subcaranittee preferred to examine several
projects on Genetic Toxicology together, although they are housed in different
ORD offices and were presented separately.
A. P!W11i\COKINETICS
Pharmacokinetic approaches in the extrapolation research program range
For example, the reproduction,
from non-existent to quite sophisticated.
teratology and neurotoxicology programs do not discuss pharraacok.inetic
parameters in the briefing document, while the carcinogenicity and inhalation
toxicology programs ettq)hasize dosimetry and m:xl.eling at a high level of
sophistication.
The non-ionizing radiation program does not involve chemical administration.
Thus, pharmacokinetic approaches have no role. The reproduction and teratology
programs focus on the renal, immune and cardiovascular systans for teratology
studies and on gerontology and endocrinology for reproductive toxicology
studies. Although this program is involved with work on dermal absorption of
pesticides, the approach is in vitro and does not involve pharmacokinetics.
The program would profit frciilthe availability of pharmacokinetic data.
Similarly, the neurotoxicology program places considerable eJ!9hasis on
species ccmparisons for extrapolation research. For valid extrapolation, it
would seem important to knew whether apparent species differences have metabolic
determinants.
The genetic toxicology program presents a parallelogram method for extrapolation of in vivo and in vitro data across species which depends on the development
of dose-effect data. Although the metabolisr.t of cyclophosphamide is mentioned
briefly, and there is a mention of dosimetry under "Future Directions," no systematic approach to pharmacokinetics appears to be a part of this project.
The carcinogenicity program gives considerable errq;ihasis to pharmacokinetics
and scrae of the fruits of this effort could aid other research groups. One
series of experiments is directed toward detennining the extent to which the
data fron inhalation toxicokinetic studies can be used to make predictions
about the effects of ingested halocarbons. Experiments that attempt to vary
both the route and pattern of chemical administration are in progress to
determine whether the kinetics and toxicity of halocarbons depend on the
route and pattern of exposure. Studies on the toxicokinetics of cadmium
involve both pharmacokinetics and computer m:xl.eling. EPA uses the data to
develop a toxicokinetic model, which is then ccmputer simulated, The
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simulation is used to predict the consequences of changes in the cadmium
level in the food supply. A sophisticated pharrnacokinetic approach is the major
emphasis of this group.
The inhalation toxicology program also enphasizes sophisticated pharmacokinetics. As with many inhalation studies, dosimetry across species is a major
concern. The Agency's investigators have developed ozone dosimetry rrodels to
simulate local absorption of ozone in the lower respiratory tract. Thus far,
dose delivery to the lung·has been enphasized. The program has considered local
distribution and metabolism of chemicals and plans to canbine pulmonary dosimetry
rrodels with pharmacokinetic rrodels for extrapulmonary dosimetry.
The toxicity mechanisms program atte11pts to quantify and predict toxicity
through structure-activity relationships in fish. This project does not enphasize
toxicokinetic parameters. The COll{larative toxicology program also concentrates
on fish models, particularly extrapolation fran fish to higher vertebrates. The
program Cat\)ares the pharmacokinetic relationships of different species. Although
specific phat:rnacokinetic procedures are not presented in any detail, an excellent
opportunity exists for collaborative research between these two groups.
The program on genetic risk of chanical mutagens at envirot'ITiental levels
develops micro-techniques for the detection of trace mutagens. Such work necessarily involves sane consideration of drug metabolism and drug distribution.
Dosimetry methodology will be used to study the sensitivity of developing germ
cells to possible mutagens. Although the briefing document presents few methodological details, this program appears to be heavily involved in micro-toxicokinetics.
The program on systanic toxicants and chemical mixtures has developed phannacokinetic data in humans, emphasizing the exposure pathology and age of the
subjects. Phai:rnacok.inetic rrodels are being developed for extrapolation purposes,
and their utilization in risk assessment is a major direction of EPA research.
EPA should develop a systematic approach to phannacokinetics across all
programs of extrapolation modeling. The sophisticated approaches of a group
primarily involved in phannacokinetic modelin;i need not be universally applied,
but an apparent lack of corrq;iarability exists across programs. If the Agency does
support a proqram with a direct emphasis on pharmacokinetics, that new program
can provide support to the other programs and lead the coordination effort.
B. CARCINC(;BNICITY (MAMMALIAN)
At the time of the Subcanmittee's review ORD's carcinogenicity program has
three objectives related to extrapolation. These include: 1) developing methods
using the results of short-telJll tests to detect and determine the relative potency
of carcinogens; 2) examining the distribution of toxic substances and metab::Jlites
(sin;ily or in a mixture) in the human body and whether route of administration
influences distribution; and 3) estimating the concentration of cadmium in the
human body for various key orqans, given estimates of exposure.
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The value of the proposed research varies with the objective. For the
first objective, current estimates of carcinogenic risk are largely based on
animal bioassays. These experiments, which canpare the percentages of animals
demonstrating cancer at two or more exposed levels, are costly and tiroeconsuming, as they generally continue over mst of the lifespan of the test
animal. Short-term tests, which could yield the same information in much
less time for far less cost, would be immensely useful to predict the carcinogenicity of previously untested chemicals and mixtures. Different
formulations of mixtures could not practically be tested using long-term
animal bioassays.
Three short-term in vivo bioassays will be studied. The class of genotoxic
chemicals to which each bioassay is sensitive will be determined by literature
review and experiment. The research will investigate the ability of the shortterm bioassays, both individually and as a group, to rank substances according to
their carcinogenic potency. Potency measures will be determined for short-term
tests singly and in canbination. These rankings will be compared with rankings
fran long-term bioassays.
The SubcaTiffiittee recanmends that the carcinogen1c1ty program evaluate the
short-term tests in terms of both sensitivity and specificity. This objective
requires a kncwledge of both false positive and false negative outccxnes, if a
short-term test is to be useful. Hence, non-carcinogens of various chemical
classes should be tested as well. The tests should be perfonned in canbination
with a larger set of short-term tests than the three under study. Three different
short-term in vivo bioassays are to be used to discriminate carcinogens fran
non-carcinogens and to estimate relative activity. This discrimination can be
made statistically, but it is probably best to test for discrimination with each
bioassay separately.
Similarly, long-term bioassay data fran rats and mice probably should not
canbined because these species often differ in potency for the same substance.
In sane cases, a substance is positive in one species but not the other, or has
only been tested in one species. Comparisons may have to be made among substances
within one species, rather than by canbining data fran different species. TI1ere
is a large data base ("TD50") of tumor incidence data in different species that
might be useful. What organs and tumors will be used to determine potency in
long term bioassays? TI1e Subcanmittee suggests that in some situations the
carcinogenicity program will inadvertantly test simultaneously for extrapolation
between organ sites or pathological endpoints. Potency differs substantially
across organs and tumor types. For example, will the results fran the mouse
lung adenoma bioassay be expected to correlate with cancer in rnice at any site?
The Subcanmittee did not understand how the potency of canplex mixtures will be
determined.
be

For the second objective, studies of the distribution of toxic materials
are useful because experimental data often exist only for one route of exposure.
It is not clear how to use the results frau a feeding study to estimate risks
associated with inhalation exposure. The results from this study could help the
Agency extrapolate better between routes of administration. Given the higher
costs and greater experimental difficulty of inhalation experiments, the carcinogenici ty program might consider substituting feeding hioassays, where possible.
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The Subcommittee reccrorrends that the carcincxJenicity program perfonn selected
experiments on species other than the rat to see if the rat results extrapolate
to other species. The U.S. Air Force has developed physiological phai:macokinetic
m:xlels for several halocarbon solvents that are well-validated by exper~ntal
data. The carcinogenicity program should consult these m:xlels to ensure that no
duplication of effort occurs and that the data are gathered at dose levels that
will provide the greatest amount of information about phannacokinetic variables.
For the third objective, a risk assessment for cadmium will be more accurate
if it considers the delivered dose of a toxicant at the.site of toxicity rather
than the dose administered in an experiment. There also is a need to examine
the influence of dosing pattern (for example, continuous versus intennittent) and
variability of human response for a given level of exposure. Pharmacokinetic
models and data can help resolve these issues. The SAB Environmental Health
CQllll\ittee has ccrnmented on the problem of deposition and absorption of cadmium
particles in the lung in a separate report of December s, 1984.
The carcinogenicity program plans to fonnulate a physiological pharmacokinetic
model for cadmium in humans. Probability distributions for the model input
variables and parameters will be derived empirically. The initial application
of the system wlll be for cadmium ingestion. Exposure distributions will be
entered into the systems to predict the population frequency distributions of
accumulated cadmium in key organs, such as renal cortex.
ORD's carcinogenicity prograI'.l is, in general, well-defined. However, specific
elements of the program are not of equal importance and it is unclear how the
elements were selected.
C. MUTAGENICITY
ORD presented two programs in genetic toxicology, both with several
projects, that are primarily oriented to mutagenicity as an endpoint. Much
of the work in this program also will provide useful results for the carcinogenici ty program. However, the Subcanmittee agrees that mutagenicity is an
appropriate toxicological endpoint of concern for EPA.
The program uses the parallelogram method extensively. In one project,
the investigators extrapolate genotoxicity data fran in vitro (rodent and
human cells) to in vivo levels of cellular organization (rodents; humans, if
data are available)~is approach will be useful to regulatory programs
when human in vivo data are not available. This method has been used under a
number of different narnes, as various investigators have tried to apply the
results of short-term tests to the prediction of genetic and carcinogenic
hazards. The approach outlined in this proposal is useful and has been used
successfully in other laboratories. For example, the parallelogram method
was applied to use frequency of chrarosane aberrations in blood lymphocytes
of mice and humans exposed to radiation to establish a usable ratio between
the slopes of the dose-response relationships between the two species.
These types of studies have enabled investigators to predict the frequency of
aberrations that would be pro::luced in humans and the genetic risk for humans
exposed to ionizing radiation.
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'Ihe next major step involves using the parallelogram approach with data
for which the dose-response relationships in animals and humans have been
developed, to define the dose at the cellular and molecular level. 1his is
relatively s~le to do in the case of ionizing radiation, where extensive
theoretical work exists on the dose-response relationships, the dose is
well-defined and the response can be readily measured. For chemicals, however,
only the exposure is known, dose-response relationships are poorly understood
and what happens at the cellular and molecular level must be investigated
carefully before the parallelogram approach will be useful. For example, the
concentration to which the intact animal, cell, or human is exposed may have
very little relationship to the actual biological dose to the target tissue,
target cell or target molecule. The investigators need to identify adducts in
the target tissue following chemical exposure. Quantification of adducts will
insure that more appropriate dose-response relationships are utilized in the
pareallelogram approach. It is evident from the literature that chemical
exposure will result in many different kinds of adducts and not all of them
may be responsible fore the toxic effects of interest. A very illp'.lrtant
question that needs to be addressed is what level of adduct formation actually
is harmful. Is there a threshold level of adduct formation bele»1 which no
toxic effect will be observed?
The SubcCftlltlittee concludes that a major problem in the approach outlined is
that the investigators propose, for the most part, to measure only changes at
the level of the chromoscme. Many chemicals are not potent clastogens but do
cause point mutations. In contrast, radiation is a relatively potent clastogen
but a poor inducer ot point mutations. Most of the radiation induced mutations
seem to be the result of chromosome deletions and not point mutations. TI1e
investigators should be encouraged to use other endpoints for the approach
to be ccrnplete fore the othere chemicals under study.
The appreoach used with cyclophosphamide is to use the biological response
(i.e., induction of sister chromatid exchange) as a measure of real dose and
canpare the level of exposure needed to double the reesponse in both human
and animal systems. This approach may help in understanding if the exposure
concentration has a si.nq;>le relationship to the amount of biological damage
observed. However, it has been demonstrated for some chemicals that the
exposuree, degree of interaction with DNA and the biological response are not
well-related, especially when dose-rate changes. The investigators se<'Jn to
understand these problems and should be encouraged to delve deeper into the
relationship between chemical dosimetry and biological effects.
While it is not explicitly stated, it should be clear that the investigators
understand that their efforts are directed te»1ard understanding exposure
(dose)-response relationships. A key to this work is to make sure that
dose-to-target-tissue is investigated. While the work with peripheral blood
lymphocytes is appropriate for ionizing radiation, the investigators need to
be careful in using chromosome aberrations in peripheral blood lymphocytes
following exposure to chemicals. Altho..igh these data will indicate target
tissue dose better in some situations, in the extreme case damage to peripheral
blood lymphocytes could occur that has no relationship to specific damage in
a different target tissue. The investigators need first to establish, for a
substance, what the relationship is between "dose" as measured in peripheral
blood lymphocytes and "dose" to target tissues.
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One ot the major criticisms the Subc011U11ittee has with the program is
that the investigators are relating their studies to the parallelogram
concept for human health effects.
W'tile the parallelogram approach is
useful for specific lesions or endpoints (e.g., sister chranatid exchange or
adduct formation), the Subcommittee questions whether the results fran extrapolations based on the parallelogram model will be useful in predicting
adverse human health effects. ORD did not state how chranosome aberrations
or adduct fonnation relates to human risk. For example, once all the relationships are elucidated between animal and man in terms of genetic damage, how
will this information be used to predict the toxic potential of a ccrnpound
to people?
The parallelogram concept, as developed within this program, needs to
In particular, the assU119tion of linearity should
be examined. ORD has scattered data for garoroa radiation in vitro in humans,
and fitting a dose-response model to such data is questionable. The investigators may need to increase the sample size since the number of dicentrics
per cell seened low. They might also utilize rreasures of potency that are
m:>re rob.1st than the estimate of the linear coefficient in the rrodel for
garoroa radiation. Is the applicability of the parallelogram concept for
genetic toxicity being tested with different species of rodents? What measure
of potency is best to use? (The doubling dose?) The investigators sanetimes
use the linear coefficient fran the multi-stage toc>del instead. It was not
clear what measures of potency and dose were used for studies of peripheral
blood lymphocytes in mice. Repeated experiments may be required to test the
parallelogram concept, and the investigators should determine how much testing
is required to give estimates within a prescribed degree of accuracy.
be tested statistically.

The practice of pooling data is open to criticism since conditions are
never constant across different experiments. How would the results coupare
if the studies.were used separately to estimate the m:>del? Since extrapolation
constants varied with dose (but were similar for the corresponding sides of
the parallelogram), how will one predict human in vivo response for doses
not tested?
Even while recognizing the difficulties involved, the Subcal1!11ittee
rec011U11ends that the investigators address cc:xnplex chemical mixtures. While
information on single chanicals or radiation is very useful for the parallelogram
approach to genetic toxicity, the Subcommittee questions whether this approach
will apply to exposure to cc:xnplex mixtures, Humans are exposed to mixtures of
chemicals, each of which may have toxic potential.
The mutagenicity pr0gram has another project that will use.animal data
in which the exposure levels of mutagens are high and the incidence of mutagenic
effects can be observed in small groups of animals to extrapolate to the
lower mutagen doses to which humans are typically exposed. The aniroals will
receive a wide range of exposures. This is an important area of research
on high to low dose extrapolation which, in this progran, appears to focus on
genetic risk rather than on carcinogenic risk. Much of the conceptual approach,
however, applies just as well to the problem of carcinogens that act by
chanically modifyirv;i DNA. The approach that the investigators are using is
appropriate and should yield valuable information for use in extrapolation.

~/
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The Subcommittee believes that another important aspect of this program
is research directed tcward developing methods to detect very lcw DNA adduct
levels. The investigators should be encouraged to continue these lines of
research since exposures to lcw concentrations of a toxicant will probably
result in very low levels of DNA m:xlif ication. The Subcamnittee was pleased
to see that the investigators realize the utility of this approach for investigations of canplex chemical mixtures.
The mutagenicity progam will have to overcane some obstacles. A m:xlel
development problem exists in incorporating the low dcioe data into a doseresponse curve since linear extrapolation does not fit the data well. It
wculd appear that the embedded problem of species-to-species extrapolation
remains. The Subcanmittee does not understand the extent to which dose rate
will affect the interpretation.
This mutageriicity program within the Office of Health Research can make
useful contributions to extrapolation modeling, but the SubcCITimittee had a
difficult time understanding fran the briefirg document and oral presentations
where the program is going in the future or hew it related to other efforts
elsewhere. The subcanmittee also had difficulity tryirg to dete.i:mine if the
approach is going to be sufficiently unique that it will add understanding
to the mechanisms of damage fran chemicals and radiation. Such understandirg
would facilitate making the large extrapolation jumps between radiation and
chemicals, between in vitro and in vivo measurements of genetic damage and
between animal data and man.
D. NON-IONIZING RADIATION
Non-ionizirg radiation is discussed on four pages of the ORD brief irg
document. The Subcommittee also reviewed recent reports by other SAB panels
concerning non-ion1z1ng radiation and interviewed experts in the field,
including the SAB panel chairmen.
The first of these reports (January 31, 1984) is a review of a major
EPA risk assessment source document, Biological Eff.ects of Radiofrequency
Radiation. The SAB Biological Effects of Radiofrequency Radiation Subccrnmi ttee noted that a considerable portion of the scientific results reported in
the assessment originated fran EPA's CMn laboratories, and it urged that the
EPA research program be maintained. A number of research tq;>ics were suggested
as potentially significant for future decision making, including the effects
of chronic versus acute exposures, partial body versus whole body exposures,
and ·evaluation of the thellllOregulatory capability and concanitant physiological
processes of various populations exposed under extrema environmental conditions.
The SAB Radiation Advisory Catuni.ttee prepared a letter report on April 26,
1985 to restate the same list of research tq;iics, stressing the potential
importance of these tqiics for future EPA decisions.
Previous SAB reviews directed at this area have endorsed the quality
and the a~prq.iriateness of the research Work. The wcrk of Spiegel and
coworkers is explicitly summarized on pages 4-38 to 4-44 of EPA's assessment
document. The main directions of EPA's subsequent research, extension of
l

~/

R. J. Spiegel, D.M. Deffenbaugh, and J.E. Mann, "A Thennal Model of
the Human Body Exposed to an Electranagnetic Field," Bioelectrcmagnetics
1. (1980) PP• 253-270,
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the heat transfer model to three dimensions and the validation of the thermal
calculations using data fran suitable experimental animals, are also delineated
in this document on pages 4-45 and 4-46. lihile the discussion in EPA's extrapolation l'OCldels briefing document of the motivation for this research
might be i119roved, it essentially addresses research needs identified in the
EPA radiofrequency assessment document and the two SAB letter reports.
lhe discussion of "Future Directions" on page 7 of the briefing document
could be improved considerably by recognizing that the qoal of the effort is
not just a model with a given number of cells but insight into the adverse
physiological effects in humans as a result of elevated teaperature induced
by radiofrequency heating. If the largest energy deposition occurs in the
neck and lower head areas, leading to a tanperature increase of approximately
30 c at levels of radiation currently accepted as safe, what physiological
impacts does temperature increase imply? What organs or sensitive tissues could
be affected? In refining the model, it would seern appropriate to achieve a
finer resolution (by using smaller cells) for the neck, la.ier head, and other
areas of the body where large temperature increases may occur, and to use
larger cells elsewhere. In this fashion, it may be i;x:issible to achieve high
resolution for assessing the physiological effects of potential regulatory
significance without the extensive ccrnputational resources needed to use
small cells throughout the body.
In many areas of toxicology, risk assessors estimate human response by
using the results of the most sensitive among s.1\all laboratory animal species
that can be tested at low cost, and by scaling the dose frcrn animal to human
using a si119le mathematical formula. For non-ionizing radiation this approach
miyht underestimate the extent of adverse human response. More accurate
methods have been developed based on an understanding of. the biological
mechanisms involved and how they differ among species. As oor understanding
of biological mechanisms advances, it will he appropriate to apply this
modeling approach to other types of toxic agents as well.
The non-ionizing radiation extrapolation efforts appear to fit previously
cited needs. More attention, however, might be given to the significance of
physiological effects predicted in humans as well as the validity of these
predictions for humans.
E. COMPARATlVE TOXICOiffiY
The Subconmittee reccmmends that ORD conduct riDre of. the type of work
reported as COl!parative toxicology and as structure-activity relationships
among toxicants. It is in these areas of fundamental research where a good
potential exists for discovering answers to the applied questions posed by
extrapolation modeling.
The effort in conparative toxicology is important to the develq;iment of
the structure-activity relationship concept at EPA. It is clear that different
species do exhibit different tolerances to a given toxicant. Is it not possible, then, that s.ame species may have evolved mechanisms for the amelioration
of the effect of a toxicant or groop of toxicants? Identifying these mechanisms
among species is a logical step in building the empirical base to l) test
the structure-activity relationships hypothesis, and 2) initially build
extrapolation rnxlels.
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Although the research generally is moving in a logical direction, it
is open to sane criticism. The briefin;i docurrent implies that an understanding
of the underlying control mechanisms and more canplete models will sO!l'ehcw
result fran the data to be collected, but ORD needs to explain the logic and
procedures by which this synthesis will be accanplished. The 10 by 10 matrix
testing regime designed to test the sensitivity between diverse taxona:iic
groups may yield disappointing results if the group relies solely on major
taxonanic groupings (genera, families, orders) as the distinction among
species. The model should depend on the properties of the organic agent and
the species tested. It is not clear that an effective target dose in one
species would predict another species because the target organ may differ by
species. Taxonanic classification is a history of origins and not necessarily
of environmental experience. Sufficient ex(!!l1J?les of evolutionary divergence
exist within families and genera to cast doubt on a scheme that uses either
families or genera as a category of species classification for the purposes
of deter:mining sensitivity relationships. The family Cyprinidae, for example,
contains species that vary in sensitivity to a toxicant by several orders of
magnitude. The effort would be better served with a matrix that considers
classification of organisms based on environmental experience rather than
taxonanic relationships.
In sumnary, current efforts are reasonably well conceived, but might
be inproved by placing more emphasis on environmental experience rather than

taxonanic relationships in developing the research agenda.
F. NEURO'IOXICOLCGY

Neurotoxicology is at a stage as a research field where the emphasis is
on establishing and validating methods for detecting and measuring the
consequences of chemical insults to the nervous system. ORD's neurotoxicology
program has concentrated its efforts on developing rat nlOdels for determining
the effects of potential toxins on behavior, neurochanist:ry and neurcpathology.
The neurotoxicology program then attempts to validate the animal model by
canparing the rat data with that available fran humans, with a particular
interest on behavioral measures since behavioral parameters can be measured
non-invasively in man.
The neurotoxicology program has performed an excellent job in develcping
methods and procedures for measuring neurobehavioral toxicity. The development of the neurotoxic esterase assay as a measure of delayed neurotoxicity
produced by organophosphate insecticides should have an immediate impact
on regulatory processes, as it should allow for replacement of the hen test
with the conventional rat model in use for most other types of regulatory
testing of agricultural pesticides.
The approach of the neurotoxicology program has been to jump directly
fr= the rat to man for model validation. Although man does represent the
ultimate validation, the program may be relying too heavily on the rat

m:xlel. The Subcol!lmittee rec(l'!lmends that the neurotoxicology program place
a greater emphasis on cross-species canparisons (allCltletry). Another area
where the neurotoxicology program could use additional emphasis is pharmacokinetics. The general needs for the develcpment of pharmacokinetic capability
in ORD are documented elsewhere in this report. The use of phannacokinetic
data as possible explanations for species differences in neurobehavioral
responses to chemical insult could be of great benefit to this research group.
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Members of the SAB Envirorunental Health Canroittee have previously
pointed out that scrne neurotoxic effects clearly do not occur in relation
to blood levels of the neurotoxic agent. (See, for example, ccraments on the
drinking water health advisory for acrylamide. l For sane substances of
environmental concern, processes in nervous tissue are of greater apparent
importance as dete!lilinants of human toxicity than tissue dose. Such examples
are of great importance in setting limits on the utility of phai:macokinetic
analysis for risk assessment.
The groups of investigators within the neurotoxicology program appear
to coordinate well, and they study the same chemicals under nearly identical
conditions. The quality of the research is uniformly high. Indeed, the
research group at EPA is widely recognized as being a leading neurobehavioral
toxicology group in the country.
The neurotoxicology program has been concentrating on the effects of
neurotoxins on sensory, motor and cognitive processes and the molecular
mechanisms underlying these effects. In sensory systems, the neurotoxicology
program has taken the approach of developing rapid electrophysiological and
behavioral methods for measuring effects of chemicals on the visual and
auditory systems. They have used the pattern-reversal-evoked potential
(PREP) as a model for studying visual acuity in the rat and the brain-stanauditory-evoked-response (BSAER) as a m:xlel for studying auditory thresholds
in the rat. At a mechanistic level, the effects of specific lesions in
the visual system on the PREP and the effects of cochlear lesions produced
by kncwn ototoxicants on the BSAER are being studied with neuropathology
observations made in the same animals.
With respect to cognitive function, the emphasis is on behavior measures.
A microprocessor-based system for use in field studies of human oognitive
function, as well as sensory-motor function, has been developed, although not
yet used to measure oognitive function in toxicant exposed humans. MOSt of
the other studies involve anilnal models. These models include place learning,
flavor aversions and operant conditioning procedures. The program has etphasized
canparisons across these behavioral measurements, with canparisons of animal
responses with human responses given special attention. Future developments
in this area will focus on the development of additional learning and rremory
tasks in animals, with special emphasis.directed toward those tasks which
can be studied in animals and humans under conparable conditions.
On a rrechanistic level, research is conducted relating to the neurochemical
and neuropathological basis of functional changes produced by toxic chemicals.
One such effort involves determination of the extent to which nervous systemspecific proteins can be used as biochemical markers of neurotoxicity. Animals
are being exposed to known neurotoxins, and the effects on nervous systemspecific proteins are measured by biochemical and radioimmunoassays. Preliminary
data suggest that these proteins predict the cytopathological changes associated
with toxicant exposure and that they may ultimately be sensitive and accurate
predictors of human neurotoxicity.

Another mechanistic approach concentrates on neurotoxic esterase and
its involvment with the delayed neurotoxicity produced by organophosphora..is
canpounds. The degree of .inhibition of this esterase is highly predictive
of the symptoms of delayed neuropathology produced by these compounds, and
ORD is suggesting the measurement of the enzyme inhibition as a replacement
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for the hen test currently used within the Office of Pesticides and Toxic
Substances. The advantage of replacing the hen test includes the 0pportunity
to incorporate the enzyme inhibition test into conventional rodent toxicity
test protocols.
The future directions Of the research program include: 1) a focus
on cross-species extrapolation of sensory test procedures, particularly to
h1.m1ans; 2) the use of the micro-processor based system for field studies in
humans; 3) the develapment of learning and mem::iry tasks in animals that can
be directly canpared with human tasks; and 4) further refinement of the
cellular and rrolecular studies on nervous systero-specif ic proteins.
The briefing document notes that the neurotoxicology program has
concentrated on the effects of chemicals on rrotor behavior, in addition to
·effects on sensory and cognitive processes, but the results of the experiments
on IrOtor behavior are not discussed, nor are the directions of future research
in these areas. Sane of the issues that may be relevant to discuss include:
1) Ha,,, is motor function assessed in animal and/or human m:xl.els? 2) lire
rrolecular tests being develeped to study the mechanism> underlying changes in
cognitive functions in animal models? 3) What species are used to make
neurotoxicity ccnparisons? How do laboratories approach the problem of
extrapolation across species with respect to neurotoxicity? 4) Measuring the
inhibition of neurotoxic esterase inhibition and nervous system-specific
proteins are very specific mechanistic tests. Are other types of mechanisms
planned for future study, and if so, which ones? 5) Do the cross species
canparisons really involve similar processes or only analagous processes?
6) !s there any attempt to study phannacokinetic parameters of different
neurotoxins? Do species differences perhaps depend on different metabolic
pathways in different species, or differences in drug delivery? Would dcsem::x:leling studies be apprq.iriate in making species canparisons? 7) Daes an
adequate collection of baseline data exist in nontoxicant exposed humans to
validate the use of the micro-processor system in "normal humans" before
studies begin on toxicant exposed populations? 8) Is the neurotoxicology
program examinin;i problems of acute versus chronic expesure, and reversible
versus irreversible changes? 9) If bioassays of nervous system-specific
proteins are to serve as predictors of neurotoxicity in humans, a m?del for
extrapolation fran animals would appear to be necessary. 10) How will the
hypothesis that nervous system-specific proteins are sensitive indicators be
tested? HON will prediction be acccmplished? 11) How is the test for assessing
visual acuity in rats to be extrapolated to humans?
G.

SYSTEMIC TOXICITY

The purpose of the systemic toxicants program is to develq.> the
assUl!q;:>tions, appropriate rncdifications and, when necessary, new approaches to
risk assessment for. systemic (non-carcino;ienic) toxicants including chemical
mixtures. '!he approach proposed recognizes the need to take into account
both thecry and reasonable assumptions, and emphasizes the importance of
understanding the mechanism of toxic action in the test system relative to
the expected outco:ne in humans. The staff plans to evaluate the ccrnponent
parts of the various existing extrapolation models and make revisions or
produce new methods. If new methods evolve, the staff plans to test and
evaluate the newly proposed method. 1\IOC>ng the tools employed will be
literature searches, data base creation, scientific workshops and symposia.
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The follooing specific projects are proposed: l) an assessment of the_
reliability of animal data for predicting human risk; 2) a statistical l!Odel
for species extrapolation using categorical response data; 3) estimation of
the impact of human inter-individual variability of humans on response to
toxic substances; 4) phannacokinetic methods for improved estimation of
effective dose; 5) development of quantitative methods to assess toxicity of
chemical mixtures; 6) development of a severity-of-the-effects rankil1<J
scheme; 7) development of reference values for risk assessrrent; and 8) study of
dose duration associations: extrapolation and interpolation procedures.
Most of these projects are in the formative stag'1.S. Hooever, a number of
specific examples of research products are cited to indicate progress.
The Subcamnittee found the lack of connections between the excellent
programs in neurotoxicology, inhalation toxicology and develq;>mantal biology
and the systemic toxicology program particularly frustrating, since the foi:mer
subjects are ccrnponents of systematic toxicology. Certain organ systems,
such as the liver and kidney, receive no attention in ORD's plan. Ultimately,
work in this area may lead to the development of new risk assessment guidelines.
l'his is an additional reason to establish stronger linkages between the systemic
toxicology program and other laboratory programs to provide research coverage
of all major organ systans.
The Subcamnittee recCll'lllendS
examples to explore the proposed
review meeting, the work was not
evaluate research progress or to
important problems.

that the program use specific chemicals as
techniques. At the time of the Subcanmittee's
sufficiently applied nor specific to fully
contribute to needed risk assessments on

H. INHALATION TOXICOLCCY
The objective of the inhalation toxicology program is to improve the
quantitative extrapolation of inhaled, airborne toxicants, primarily criteria
air pollutants, to pul110nary effects. This objective allCMS the direct use
of animal inhalation toxicity data in risk assessments by developing quantitative
cross-species interrelationships. To this end, the inhalation toxicology
program seeks to examine two parameters that are needed to develop such
relationships, namely dosimetry and species sensitivity, as well as to provide
judgments as to those specific health effects which merit extrapolation.
The goal of the dosimetry studies is to detennine dose to target sites.
The approach employed is the developrrent of mathematical m:xlels, for both
gases and particles, which incorporate parameters of lung structure and
physiology as well as the specific properties Of the toxicant of interest.
These models will be used to predict dose by region within the respiratorY
tract.
Current work on gas dosimetry is aimed at predicting the local absorPtion
of 03 in the lower respiratory tract of experimental animals and humans;
defining the reactions of NGi follcwing. deposition in the lung; refining
knONledge on the ccrnposition of mucus in animals and humans so as to improve
estimates of oxidant reactivity; and detennining the removal of 03 in the
upper respiratorY tract so as to provide more accurate input into the lower
respiratorY tract IOC>del.
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For particle dosimetry, the program is building mathematical mxlels
to predict the deposition ot hygroscopic particles. These will be tested by
studying the deposition of both hygre-~copic and nonhygroscopic particles in
humans. Deposition is also examined in casts of the respiratory tract of
experimental animals and humans, including children. Lung morphonetric
analyses are performed to refine this essential ccrnponent of a dosimatry
mx!el.

The stated aim of the particle dosimetry studies is to assess the regional
·deposition of chronically inhaled particles. It is, however, not clear hew
the studies outlined in this area address this issue. They appear to be
aimed solely at studying sites of particle deposition in mxlel systeirs which
will provide important input into the development of empirical m:xiels.
It is ill\)Ortant that the inhalation toxicology program make full use of
the available data base in the particle deposition area and design studies
that will canplernent rather than repeat those already preformed. For exanq;ile,
data are needed on the deposition pattern of ultrafine particles (<0.1 um),
and this could be obtained both in cast systeirs and in vivo. In addition,
these deposition studies should be conducted in experimental animals to
expand the data base to allow dose extrapolation in this iluportant ambient
particle size range.
If the data are available to perform extrapolation of delivered dose of
insoluble particles from animals to man, a need exists for a greater n:odeling
effort. The program assumes ~ simple linear relationship but should verify
the fit to data statistically. A poor fit will suggest that further efforts
to develop an appropi:iate model are needed; data analyse alone will not
suffice.
The goal of the species sensitivity studies is to examine interspecies
differences in sensitivity to equivalent toxicant doses, and to quantitate
these differences. To these ends, various approaches are used, largely
errtploying three test materials: 03, phosgene, and cadmium. Specific studies
include: examining pulm:>nary macrophages after both in vitro or in vivo
exposures; in vitro exposures of respiratory tissues for ccwparison to in
vivo exposures; asses51'1E!nt of effects of phosgene inhalation in various
species over a range of exposure concentrations; cc:wparison of acute pulnonary
function responses to 03 in various species; detei:mination of the concentration
response relationsip for 03 induced alterations in alveolar epithelial permeability; and assessment of the effects of oxidant gases upon collagen
metabolism and turnover.
The projects concerned with determining species sensitivity do not
seem to be as integrated, or as consistently relevant, as those in the dosimetry
area. EPA staff have chosen varicus test endpoints, but the Subccrnmittee
questions the relevance of sone in the total picture of the program.
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Another area of critical importance in extrapolation mo::leling which does
not appear to be addressed in the inhalation toxicology prcgram is analysis of
interspecies clearance rates, both short-term, i.e., mucociliary clearance,
and longer-teon, alveolar clearance. EPA should conduct these analyses in a
methodologically consistent manner to allow direct extrapolation between
species.
It is not clear how the study involving in vitro exposure of human
respiratory tissues will aid in extrapolation rrodeling. Although it is
anticipated that results in vitro will be canpared with-results obtained in
vivo, the :importance of this project needs to be clarified. Unlike the ~
area of macrq;:ihage biology where there is a large data base on in vitro
exposures, which should be scaled to allow extrapolation of in vivo effects,
there are few systatlS using respiratory tissue in culture, and the procedure
is not amenable to widespread use.
Also unclear is the importance of the studies of phosgene sensitivity,
especially since any scaling f.actors for this material are to be likely
different than those for other gases, such as 03 itself. The briefing
document does clearly state how results with phosgene will help the
inhalation toxicology program in the extrapolation m:xleling of critical
ambient pollutants.
Another study is aimed at assessing collagen turnover and netabolism
in humans and experiroental animals. This is :important in assessing the role
of air pollutants in producing f ibrotic lung disease, and will allow development of a scale of the sensitivity of various species to this :important
effect of oxidant pollutants.
The construction of an integrated dosiroetric biological m.:xiel for hazard
assesSl!l0nt is an :important step in providing accurate, up-to-date and stateof-the--art extrapolation methods for ambient toxicants. It will, hopefully,
f~cilitate better use of existing experimental animal toxicologic data and
new data in the standard-setting process.
'lhe inhalation toxicology program has addressed an important issue for
which there are few available data, namely deposition and m:irphcrnetry in
children's lungs. '!his is a critical activity since children may receive a
greater dose for an equivalent exposure level than adults. These studies
should be performed with mo::lels of lungs of other sensitive populations--for
example, persons with chronic lung disease.
The inhalation toxicology program is scientifically sound and is addressing critical issues in extrapolation modeling. The dosimetry studies are
systemically examining important pollutants to provide accurate interspecies
regional dose estimates. Sensitivity analyses with the m.:xlels develq;:>ed can
be used to guide further experimental work effectively. However, the species
sensitivity aspect of the program is not as well focused, and appears not to
be addressing sc:xoo important points, while enq;ihasizing scme that may not be
critical to extrapolation models. Sona refinement is needed on determinirq
those endpoints which are of health significance.
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I. REPROOOCTIVE AND DEVELOPMENTAL EFFECTS
The objectives of the develc:pmental biology program are to establish
means for risk extrapolation to humans frClll data obtained under experimental
laboratory conditions. The program addresses a wide range of potentially
adverse effects on human reproduction and develc:pment including effects on
fertility, pregnancy outcane, and long-tenn postnatal functional effects.
The program seeks to increase the sensitivity and specificity of reproductive
toxicity testin;i. Plans are incorporated in the program to develq;> Ill)re
sensitive methodologies able to detect lesions that cannot be identified
with the presently available testing techniques. There is a need to develop
a methodology for risk assessment in reproductive and develc:pmental toxioology.
However, plans for develq;>ing \T'ethods for dermal _absorption and reproductive
toxicity, although il1lJOrtant toxicologically, do not seem to fit with the
plan that attempts to advance our knowledge in these two areas of risk assessment.
In teratology response studies, the problem of general maternal toxicity
in the formation of birth defects is addressed. The issue is fundamentally
important for identifying agents that produce developmental effects at
maternally toxic exposure levels. In any proposed methodology for quantitative
risk assessment, there must be an evaluation of the dose-effect relationship
irrespective of the mechanism(s) by which these effects occur. TO assess ·
the role of maternal toxicity in the formation of birth defects is an important
objective, but it does not directly contribute to the development of a quantitative risk assessment methodology.
In presently available teratologic testing systems, a number of problems
are recognized: 1) a variety of organ systems are not evaluated because of
technical difficulties; and 2) for several effects with high backgramd
incidence it is difficult to assess the exact toxicologic .importance. The
developmental biology program has approached these problems by assessirv;i
any long-tenn significance of "non-teratogenic fetal toxicity" and by
the postnatal evaluation of organ systems (e.g. renal, i.nurn.Ine, and cardiac
functions) in the neonate. Beyond a few isolated studies of diverse
organ systems, the only substantial literature of potential manifestations.
of perinatal insult is of effect on parameters somewhat related to central
nervous system function. Good, clear examples of effects produced
in functional capacities at exposure levels below those able to produce
other signs of altered in utero development in Segment II evaluation are
not available. This topic merits further investigation.
The program supplies three approaches to the problem of interspecies
risk evaluation. The first approach is to develc:p in vitro syterns that
possess the metabolizirv;i functions characteristic of different species,
including the human. The program plans to observe rodent in vitro embryo
development in the presence of metabolizing systems which flosSess different
capacities characteristic of the different species. The aim is to enable
examination of the effects of human metabolites on the develq;>irv;i rodent
embryo. This may be useful for a general understanding of the toxicologic
importance of sane class of chemicals to the rodent embryo developing
in vitro and for increasing our knowledge of the relationship, if any,
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between chenical structure and reproductive toxicity. The likelihood
that' this type of approach will significantly contribute to the establishment
of a quantitative reproductive risk assessment 1nethooology is meager.
By testing the effect of various metabolizing syst611S fran different
species on the development of one species, this approach addresses the
important problem of species difference in teratogenicity, but only
indirectly.
The second approach is to evaluate whether the A(D-ratio (defined as
the ratio of the dose of a chemical exerting adult toxicity to the dose that
causes developmental toxicity) is constant in different species. The A/D
ratio is an important observation for quantitative risk assessment methodology.
The usual assumption is that the A/D ratio does not vary across species.
However, A/D ratio appears _!Pt to be constant across species, based on this
group's preliminary studies. The ratio may need to be defined statistically,
as has been done elsewhere. For example, A is the dose that is toxic to
percent x of the adults, and D is the dose that is toxic to percent y of the
embryos. Perhaps for the right choice of x and y, the ratio is constant
across species. The development of mathematical nrx!els for dose response in
animal studies is difficult because of the conplexity of the maternal-fetal
system and litter effects. This group is proceeding with the project
with outside consulting support, which is canmendable.
currently, the. no--.observed-effect-level plus margin-of-safety method is
used for species extrapolation. The value of the A/D ratio work depends on
the accuracy with which the biochemical lesions used are predictive of
teratogenes is.
The third approach to interspecies risk evaluation is to use molecular
narkers of teratogenic action (such as the fonnation of DNA adducts by
alkylating agents, effects on microtubular f.unction, or changes in biochanical
pathways) in order to extend the lower measurable bounds of the dose-response
curve. The developmental biology program hopes that, by quantifying biochemical
lesions which putatively precede teratogenic effects, it will be possible to
define the shape of the dose-response curve with actual data. This approach
is interesting, but it implies that the detected biochemical abnonnalities
are causally related or linked in sane way to the teratogenic action. This
may not be a general rule since biochemical lesions unrelated to teratologic
action are likely to be detected. '111is also asswnes that the wide spectrum
of teratogenic effects will have a camnonality of biochemical mechanisms,
·
which is an unlikely prq:iosition.
In research on reproductive toxicology, the developmental biology division
has three projects. 'Ihe first is general reproductive effects extrapolation.
In an attanpt to increase the ability to extrapolate between species, rats
and hamsters exposed to a selected agent are follCMed with morphological and
behavioral tests fran weaning through puberty, breeding and gestation, up to
the Fl generation.
The approach to endocrine and aging effects is to implement si:iecific
neuroendocrine measures necessary to identity the mechanisms and/or the
sequence of events mediating the disruptive effects of toxic substances on
reproductive function in the young-adult-geriatric animal. At the same time,
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atterrpts will be made to 1) identify rrechanisms reponsible for reproductive
aging, and 2) detennine ho.v age-related changes alter the organism's risk
following exposure to xenobiotics.
The effort on male reproductive function involves assessing testicular
function in animal models and hunans in an atterrpt to determine whether
changes in the structure and function of. the rodent reproductive tract
predict inpaired reproductive function in humans. 'lhese experirrents include
morphological evaluations and an in vitro assessment of the reproductive
functions and how exposure to various xenobiotics modify them.
The developmental biology program evaluates the difficulties inherent
in the extrapolation of animal data on skin absorption into the human situation,
and has developed a number of interesting in vitro techniques.
'lhe Subcatunittee has a mixed evaluation of the status of extrapolation
modeling for reproductive and developmental effects. Sane of the work
is out of date, whereas other aspects are highly gennaine and abreast of the
contanporary developments in developmantal biology as it relates to questions
of toxicity. 'Jhe description in the briefing document consists of a series
of questions that apply toxologic questions to on-going research interests.
'!his errphasis is unfortunate and should be changed to address more relevant
questions and techniques needed to answer the rrore inportant questions. The
develoµnental biology group needs an external, independent source of on-going
guidance and review fran senior scientists in the sane field. The individual
scientists involved in the developmental biology group tend to be of high
caliber and rrotivation. The program rrerits this attention, so that its
projects will becane less diffuse and not distracted fran developing
extrapolation rrodels. The groop has adequate resources and, if directed
rather than diffused, could have a significant impact.
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VI,

TBE OVERALL FEDERAL RESEARCH EFFORI' ON E:x:l'RAPOI.ATION MODELING

Without extrapolation, testing of chemicals in laboratocy animals is
pointless. Given the critical Lmportance of extrapolation, and·the millions
of dollars spent by the Federal research and regulatocy agencies on toxicity
testing, it should be expected that major efforts are underway to develop and
examine extrapolation methods. EPA does not have a program that focuses directly
on extrapolation method development and evaluation. In its place are exciting
research projects on toxicology tests and other efforts directed at extrapolation.
This conclusion was also stated in a recent revie~ of U.S. research directed
at examining and improving risk assessment for carcinogens. The review2, prepared
by the Environ Corporation for the II.SI-Risk Science Institute, concluded that less
than 5 to 10 percent of the research budgets of institutions involved in risk
assessment is directed at improving methods, including extrapolation. 'D1e bulk
of the latter research is supported by EPA.
Little overlap exists in the material surveyed by the ILSI-Risk Science
Institute and the present Subconmittee report. The former studied extramurally
funded research on extrapolation of carcinogenic effects by key institutions
thrwghout the entire U.S., whereas the latter reviewed extrapolation of all
health effects only in intramurally funded work in EPA's ORD. However, both
grwps' findings have sane remarkable similarities. Both reviews conclude that
extrapolation efforts are insufficiently funded and uneven with respect to the
particular scientific issues addressed. The ILSI-Risk Science Institute study
also highlights the importance of coordinating research efforts among Federal
agencies.
The National Academy of Science Canmittee on Institutional Means for
Assessment of Risks to the Public Health listed fifty-nine "cC!llpOnents" of risk
assessment that might he improved. Of these, the ILSI-Risk science Institute
survey identified twelve studies that examine the relationship between
administered dose and target tissue dose, and seven that seek to identify
biological markers of human exposure. 'D1ose are important extrapolation
processes, and Section IV of the Subconmittee's review has discussed rrore extrapolation processes that are also important. The ILSI-Risk Science Institute found
that no research was funded for twenty-seven couponents, and only one study was
underway for the remainder.
A. NON-ORD EXTRAroLATION PRC(;RAMS IN EPA
While research at EPA is focused in ORD, extrppolation l!Odeling also occurs
in many of the regulatory offices. These include: 1) the Hazard Evaluation
Division within the Office of Pesticide Programs; 2) the Health and Environmental
Review Division within the Office of Toxic Substances; and 3) the Criteria and
Standards Division within the Office of Drinking Water. Bach group uses such
mxlels frequently to carry out their respective missions. That ORD requested a
review of its own effort is laudable, b.Jt the emission of the non-ORD scientific
assessment activities fran the current plan limits the usefulness of the plan.
Beyond the extrarourally funded work that is managed by ORD, the Office of Toxic
Substances has housed the "Gene-Tox" program, which collates world-wide data on
2 J.V. IDDRICKS and c. ST. HILAIRE, Review of current Research Activities
to !mprove Risk Assessment and Identification of Major Gaps. Prepared for
the !LSI-Risk Science Institute by Environ Corporation, November 6, 1985.
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bioassay methods for many genetic endpoints and has work underway on structureactivi ty relationships that has the potential to illlprove the Agency's practice of
extrapolation between similar chemical str:uctures. 1he Office of Solid waste and
Emergency Response has a support contract with the Centers for Disease Control.
Other examples exist that would further demonstrate the necessity to have an
Agency-wide plan.
B. OI'HER FEDERAL REGULATORY AGENCIES
1he need for extrapolation models is felt most strongly in regulatorY
agencies. Therefore, they should provide the core leadership, direction and
support for the r'ederal effort. At present, EPA appears to car):-Y most of the
responsibility, although the Food and Drug Administration has the support of the
Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition and the National Center for Toxicological Research. To avoid unnecessa):-Y duplication and to utilize scare resources
optimally, EPA needs to coordinate its research planning with the other Federal
regulatory agencies.
C, OI'HER FEDERAL RESEARCH AGENCIES
The Department of Energy and the Department of Health and Human Services
support research on extrapolation modeling. within the Department of Health and
Human Services a number of organizations are involved, including the Centers for
Disease control (the Center for Environmental Health, the Agency for Toxic
Substances and Disease Registry) and the National Institute for Oc01pational
Safety and Health. The National Institutes of Health has several organizations
involved, especially the National Cancer Institute and the National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences. EPA's research plans should explicitly take into
consideration the contributions of these agencies.
·
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This briefirg docurner.::. was prepared by Office of Research and D:velopnent (ORD) staff to ass:st the EPA Science Advisory Beard (SAB) in their
review of research in prog=ess dealing with extrapolation of nonh!.m'.an laboratory data to man. Various canponents of ORD research related to extrapolation are disC'-tssed. The findings and reccmnendations of the SAB will be
tran5111itted to the EPA Administrator and Assistant Administrator.
The overall extrapolation program considers the needs of the various
program offices and resear:::h comtittees, This docunent provides an overview
of the extrapolation research projects in the Office of Health Researc.'1
(OHR), Office of Environmental Processes and Effects Researc.'1 (OEPER), and
Office of Health and Envirormental Assessment (OHEA). Here, we desci:-ite
those elements of the program that relate to major issues in extrapolation
research:
1.

Exti:-apolation frcxn in vitro techiques to whole anL'llals.

2.

Extrapolation of laooratory animal data to hU!!a!lS.

3.

Extrapolation of results
(ambient) exposure.

4.

Extrapolation of results fran aC'-tte or subchronic exposure to
continuous exposure/chronic effects.

fran high dose

exposure to low dose

The overall goal of the extrapolation research program is to provide a
significant enhancement of the scientific basis for risk assessments based on
health eff.ects data. Extrapolation of effects using data fran ecosystel!lS
species is also included in the research program. With ~roved extrapolation methods, major uncertainties in the health data bases- can be t:ette::resolved, leading to rrore precise risk assessments, t.'1ereby ~roving ris:<:
management jud<;;inents. To t.'1ese ends, ORD has developed a research plan
consistent with program office needs, research camli.ttee priorities, available expertise and resources, and state-of-the-art science.
In further
support of this program the Assistant Administrator for ORD has reccmnended
an inci:ease of 1.3 million dollars and 4,9 positions in t.'1e budget request
for FY 87. This represents partial funding of a large research initiative on
advanced methods for extrapolation; a full description of the initiative may
be found in Volume II, Appendix I-8. The increase is designed to strengt.'1.en
ongoing efforts and to focus on areas which are in the forefront of scientific knowledge.
The research effort has built upon the recarrnendations of the National
Academy of Sciences and needs defined in EPA criteria documents, proposed
risk assessment guidelines, and such reports as the NRC "Risk ASsessrnent
in t.'1.e Federal Government: Managing the Process,• and EPA's "Risk ASsessrnent and Management: Framework for D:cision Making,• as well as fran various
program reviews. Interactions arrong laooratory scientists, program offices,
and research co:miitt"'Os also have been ~rtant to the developnent of the
ovei:-all pro;iram. The program is designed to reduce uncertainties and illlprove
the accuracy and.precision of risk assessments when sufficient human clinical
and epidemiological data are not available.

------·-·-·

·--·

-·.
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NeurotoxicolOjty - Techniques for extrapolation between sensory,
motor, and cognitive effects of high to lcw dose, acute to sub-chronic, and crass species extrapolation.
Genetic TOxicolo:;y - Mutagenicity test battery for human hazard
estimation; molecular dosimetry for ccrriparative mutat;enesis, carcinogenesis, and risk assessment.
Carcincgenicity (Marrmalian) - Statistical .m;thcds for estimating
carinogenic potency of organics; utility of route ta route extrapolation in risk assessment; predicted probability distributions of
kidney cortex and urine caemiurn levels; mathana.tical simulations
of pha:cmacokinetics of drinking water contaminants.
Inhalation Toxicolcqy - Canbining dosbnetry and species sensitivity
data for quantitative extrapolation of animal toxicological results
to man. Efforts include developing theoretical m:xiels for gaseous
and particulate de90sition in man and animals, model validation and
mechanistic studies, experimental dosbnetry studies, canparisons of
species sensitivity to oxidants, studies providing improved input
data for interspecies canparisons_of delivered dose, etc.

OEPER:

Toxicity Mechanisms - This effort attempts to predict toxicity of a
chemical to fish on the basis of molecular descriptors and chanical properties. To do so a sequence of measureable histologic,
biochemical, physiological, phannacokinetic, and behavioral responses are treasured to define the acute toc.'Ce of toxic actions.
Canparative Toxicolcqx - The objective of the program is to provide
the necessary toxicological data to extrapolate dose responses
between invertebrates and lower vertebrates and between lower and
higher vertebrates (including man).

CHEF;:

Genetic Risk of Olemical Mutaoens - This research prcgram is designed to provide a scientific basis for risk estimates calculated
by using· extrapolations frcm t.~e relatively high mutagen doses used
in animal mutation studies to the lower mutagen doses associated
with hwinan exposures.
Systemic TOxicants and Olemical Mixtures - This program validates
risk assessment assumptions, develops appropriate theoretical ~
ifications, and when necessary, develops new approaches to risk
assessments for systemic (non-carcinogenic) toxicants and for mixtures of various chemicals presenti~ either carcinogenic or noncarcinogenic risks.
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IN'IROOOCTICN

A major goal of ORD is to improve the scientific basis for extrapolation
which will enhance the precision of risk assessments. Valid extrapolation
methods are essential if EPA is to optimally utilize a highly diverse and
canplex health data base in making risk assessment decisions. The existing
health data bases for most chemicals hav~ camion problems: in vitro or.animal
data often strongly suggest potential human hazards, but i t is humans who
must be protected, most often by regulation of humatl exposure levels; health
data often exist for high doses, but toxicity resulting fran ambient eXposure
is not sufficiently quantified; and many experiments indicate a hazard fran
acute eXposure, but humans may be exposed chronically and experience a different degree or type of effect. Making such extrapolations, as outlined
at:ove, especially in a quantitative or semi-9Jantitative manner, is exceedingly canplex and not yet precise.
Multifaceted research approaches must be applied to account for the
inherent canplexities of the issues. Each key issue must be addressed at a
pace consistent with the state-of-the-art of a given issue. For example,
animal to man dosimetric extrapolation of inhaled chemicals needs to be
approached initially fore simple cases of chemicals not undergoing biotransformation to gain basic understanding needed to solve more difficult problems
for many inhaled orcganic chemicals. Ihere are other extrapolation issues
needing more elementary appcoaches, such as cases for which animal models of
develc;mental toxicity and neurotoxicity need to be refined and mechanisns
understood in relation to human mechanisns before such models can be applied
to collect data for ultimate extrapolations.
Ihus, areas of emphasis for ORD's extrapolation program are:

1.

Improving the scientific basis for extrcapolation.

2.

t::ecreasing uncertainties in risk
precision of extrapolations.

3.

Responsiveness to the extrapolation needs cf the program offices.

assessments

by· improving

the

These considerations, issues, and goals were incorporated into the develq;m=nt of the extrapolation research projects to be described. The scope of
the overall program is broad, given the expertise, resources, and specific
missions of the research groups involved. Ihe chaptercs of this document are
organized by research groups to facilitate the presentation and are as folla.is:
OHR:

Non-ionizing radiation - Scaling physiologic effects of rcadio
frequency radiation exposure and mathematical mcdeling of themoregulatory systems.
Reproduction and teratology - Adult vs developirxi embryo minimal
dose extrop:ilation; maternal toxicity in tercatogenesis, the role of
rretabolic rngulation during differentiation; rnproductive toxicological testing to improve extrapolation of effects.
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